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The CMC f luid mechanics computer program system i s  being developed to 
transmit the theoretical evolution o f  f i n i t e  element numerical solution 
methodology, applied to  nonlinear f ie ld  problems into a versa t i le  computer 
code fo r  comprehensive flowfield analysis. 
three volume s e t  and presents data deck procedures for  the CMC three- 
dimensional Parabol i c  Navier-Stokes (PNS) algorithm. General data 
procedures are introduced, followed by detailed description of  a juncture 
corner flow s t a n d a r d  t e s t  case data deck. A complete l i s t i n g  of the d a t a  
deck is  given i n  Appendix A ,  followed by a detailed explanation of g r i d  
generation methodology i n  Appendix B. Subsequent appendices present 
descriptive tubulations of a l l  commands and variables available t o  the 
user. 
refer  to  storage addresses. Volume I o f  t h i s  report i s  referenced for  
de ta i l s  of the theoretical foundation, development o f  the f i n i t e  element 
3DPNS algorithm, and discussion of results for  the juncture corner t e s t  
case. 
Volume 111. 
T h i s  report i s  Volume I1  of a 
These a re  i n  alphabetic order w i t h  cross-reference numbers which 
The CMC computer program structure and description a re  detailed i n  
iii 
I NTROOUCTION 
Input f a c i l i t i e s  for  the CMC computer program a re  highly sophisticated 
and greatly simp1 i fy  data deck preparation and modification. The program 
sequentially scans data deck card images and operates on comnand name data as 
encountered. Numerical data required fo r  each command operation a re  i n p u t  i n  
free format direct ly  following the command card. 
vectors t o  be f i l l e d ,  i n i t i a t e  a series of solution opera t ions  or  specify 
output formats and t i t les .  
has been taken t o  ensure that  most operations which must be performed sequen- 
t i a l l y  a re  specifiable under one command name. 
Command operations can cause 
Command card sequence i s  quite f lex ib le  and care 
The CMC data deck i s  d i v i d e d  into seven sections for  description. Exclu- 
sive of machine related j o b  control statements, the seven sections consist  of 
a FORTRAN MAIN program and accompanying subroutines (specif ic  t o  external 
corner flows), name1 i s t  data, geometric description, o u t p u t  format specifica- 
t ion,  boundary and i n i t i a l  condition data and solution directing commands, see 
Figure 1. 
image w h i c h  d i rec ts  a program act ivi ty ,  and upon completion returns control t o  
the next comand data card. 
and the function of MAIN (data deck section one) i s  t o  a l locate  suf f ic ien t  
storage for the IZ a r r ay  which is  internally sized as a function of the number 
o f  f i n i t e  elements requested for  a specific problem. 
the deck (-section two1 is used t o  specify scalar ,  integer and f loating p o i n t  
d a t a  u t i l i 2 i . n g  the FORTRAN namelist option, 
NMlECPI a n d  NAMEW, respectively, and stored i n  the arrays IARRAY and RARRAY. 
Each of these d a t a  and i t s  subset i s  preceded by a command card 
The program operates in a dynamic storage mode 
The namelist section of 
The data a re  read i n  namelists 
T h e  geometric description section (data deck section three) contains data 
required t o  generate a f ini te  element g r i d  sui table  for the solution. 
dimensional and rectangular two-dimensional discretizations a re  formed by 
specification of g r i d  refinement along the coordinate axes. More complex 
boundary shapes (nonrectangular) necessitate data specification along a l l  domain 
boundaries and  certain in te r ior  subdomain boundaries. Generated d a t a  consist  
of g r i d  p o i n t  coordinates for  each generated node and a node connection table 
which defines the f i n i t e  element domains. 
One- 
IV /(; i tput Specification 
Report Format O u t p u t  
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Figure 1.- CMCData Ddck Major Sections 
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CMC employs a h i g h l y  adapt ive output r o u t i n e  which a l l o w s  f o r  data 
s p e c i f i c a t i o n  of t h e  sca la r  and a r r a y  v a r i a b l e s  t o  be p r i n t e d ,  sca le  f a c t o r s  t o  
be a p p l i e d  t o  each v a r i a b l e  and t i t l i n g  i n f o r m a t i o n  t o  head each v a r i a b l e  l i s t .  
Each i s  spec i f i ed  under a command name i n  t h e  ou tpu t  s e c t i o n  ( s e c t i o n  four, 
F ig .  1) o f  t h e  data deck. The program operates i n  nondimensional u n i t s  and 
data spec i f i ed  scale fac to rs  a r e  u t i l i z e d  t o  prov ide f l e x i b i l i t y  o f  p r i n t  u n i t s .  
A re fe rence  l e n g t h  parameter (REFL i n  NAME02) i s  a l s o  a v a i l a b l e  t o  sca le i n p u t  
and ou tpu t  coo rd ina te  data t o  a problem re fe rence  leng th .  
names a r e  a v a i l a b l e  fo r  s p e c i f i c a t i o n  o f  problem i d e n t i f y i n g  t i t l e s  t o  be pr i r . ted  
a t  va r ious  s t r a t e g i c  l o c a t i o n s  i.e., a t  t h e  beginning o f  each s e t  o f  p r i n t e d  
ou tpu t .  The f i f t h  s e c t i o n  o f  t h e  data deck conta ins the  requ i red  boundary and 
i n i t i a l  c o n d i t i o n  data which i s  s p e c i f i e d  a t  t h e  s o l u t i o n  nodes. The f i n i t e  
element method e a s i l y  handles mixed boundary condi t ions,  hence, both f i x e d  and 
Neumann t ype  a r e  al lowed. 
d i r e c t i o n  ( i  .e., a x i a l  pressure gradient )  a r e  s p e c i f i e d  i n  s e c t i o n  s i x .  
i n t e r p o l a t i o n  o f  these t a b l e s  determines t h e  va lue o f  t h e  parameter a t  each 
computational s t a t i o n .  The intended s o l u t i o n  a l g o r i t h m  i s  i n p u t  i n  Sect ion 
seven o f  t he  data deck. 
command card i n p u t  of t h e  va r ious  program f u n c t i o n a l  modules. Nonl inear,  
r e p e t i t i v e  s o l u t i o n s  a r e  r e a d i l y  handled by t h e  L i n k c a l l  l i s t  which i s  i n t e r r o -  
gated a t  each i n t e g r a t i o n  step. 
I n  a d d i t i o n ,  command 
Parameter tab les,  which a re  a f unc t i on  o f  t h e  marching 
L inear  
V a r i a t i o n  i n  s o l u t i o n  procedure i s  obta ined through 
The sec t i ons  which f o l l o w  g i v e  examples of some o f  t h e  computer program 
fea tu res  which g r e a t l y  simp1 i f y  data s p e c i f i c a t i o n  and man ipu la t i on  o f  computed 
r e s u l t s .  These a r e  fo l lowed by a d e t a i l e d  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  data requirements 
p e c u l i a r  t o  data deck major sec t i ons .  
s p e c i f i c  j u n c t u r e  f low caSe-9 i n c l u d i n g  sample p r i n t  and p l o t  data.  
The data deck d e s c r i p t i o n  f o l l o w s  f o r  t he  
CMC DATA PROCEDURES 
Program f l o w  i s  c o n t r o l l e d  by s e q u e n t i a l l y  scanning t h e  data deck i n  80 
column increments. Subrout ine BDINPT scans a card fo r  a command name and 
i n i t i a t e s  a program f u n c t i o n  f o r  t h e  given command. A l i s t  o f  t h e  a l lowed 
acronyms i s  g iven i n  Appendix C .  
names beginning i n  card column 1. 
dimensional i z i n g  sca la rs  o r  c o n t r o l  parameters associated w i t h  a s p e c i f i c  name 
Eight  columns a r e  reserved f o r  t h e  command 
Beyond column 8, o the r  data such as non- 
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may be spec i f i ed .  I f  t h e  func t ion  of  a p a r t i c u l a r  command name i s  t o  read and 
s t o r e  a s e t  o f  numerical o r  l i t e r a l  data, t h e  cards con ta in ing  t h e  data must 
d i r e c t l y  f o l l o w  the command card.  Contro l  i s  re tu rned  t o  BDINPT by te rm ina t ing  
a numerical data s t r i n g  w i t h  a "TI' o r  a " b l a n k  c2rd"- L i t e r a !  da ta  are  te rmina ted  
w i t h  t h e  word "DONE" beginning i n  card  column 1. 
Most o f  t h e  numerical and l i t e r a l  data, o t h e r  than command data spec i f i ed  
i n  t h e  CMC i n p u t  deck, may be i n p u t  i n  f r e e  format. Data d e l i m i t e r s  may be 
blanks o r  commas, thus a l l o w i n g  f o r  e s t h e t i c  and meaningful  arrangement o f  
numerical data.  Exceptions a r e  namel is t  data which u t i l i z e s  the  standard 
FORTRAN namel is t  op t i on  and c e r t a i n  spec ia l  ca rd  types which combine l i t e r a l  
and numerical data. Several fea tures  which g r e a t l y  simp1 i f y  sequent ia l  and 
r e p e t i t i v e  data s p e c i f i c a t i o n  a r e  a v a i l a b l e  i n  f r e e  format.  For example: 
R e p e t i t i v e  Numbers 
F i l l s  Array 
R e p e t i t i v e  Sequence 
(one per ca rd  o n l y )  
F i l l s  Array 
R e p e t i t i v e  Blanks ( A )  
F i l l s  Array 
Increment by a constant  
F i l l s  Array 
Exponent ia l  No ta t i on  
F i l l s  Array 
12. 5*7. 
12. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7 .  
- 7  
2(5 .  2. 4. 
5. 2. 4. 5. 2. 4 
10. 12. 3*P 22. 
10. 12. A A A 22. 
5*150 10 
10 60 110 160 210 
6. 10.E-2 14.E-4 





Solutions which proceed i n  marching integration fashion may be restar ted 
a t  specif ic  intervals by allocating f i l e  space and specifying the command 
SAVETAPE i n  the data deck p r i o r  t o  ini t ia t ing integration. T h i s  command causes 
a l l  pertinent arrays t o  be written on the sp ,x i f i ed  f i l e  a t  each solution p r i n t  
in terval .  
rewinds the f i l e  following the specified number of writes. 
File space i s  minimized by specifying a small repeat number which 
For example: 
SAVETAPE 9 3 T Save data i n  u n i t  9 
will cause the data arrays to  be written on u n i t  9 a t  each print interval .  
On the fourth write, the f i l e  will be rewound before writing, thus obl i terat ing 
the f irst  three se t s  of  d a t a .  A res tar t  of the s o l u t i o n  is  accomplished by 
issuing command RESTART. 
f i l e  a t  which t o  s t a r t  reading. 
In this case the second integer indicates the data 
For example: 
RESTART 9 1 T Restart a t  f i r s t  s e t  o f  d a t a  
will cause the f i r s t  s e t  of array data on u n i t  9 to  be read into the storage 
arrays. Caution must be observed not to specify a r e s t a r t  s e t  of data which 
is  beyond the l a s t  write indicated i n  the i n i t i a l  r u n .  
DATA DECK STRUCTURE 
Main Program : (CMC Deck Section I )  
The function of MAIN (F ig .  2 )  is  t o  dimensionalize and i n i t i a l i z e  the IZ, 
IARRAY and RARRAY arrays and call  the control subprogram BDINPT. The IZ array 
resides in common block ARRAYS and contains a l l  data array variables required 
for intersubroutine communication. The s i ze  of IZ must be overestimated 
i n i t i a l l y  since the arrays residing in i t  are  dynamically s e t  i n  the GO step 
as a function of specif ic  problem size and solution type. 
the s i ze  may be adjusted t o  f i t  the problem storage requirements. 
storage required by the program i s  computed and stored (DECIMAL) a t  location 
100 i n  the IARRAY array. T h e  IARRAY and RARRAY arrays reside i n  common block 
VARBLE and are  ut i l ized to  comnunicate scalar  integer and floating point data, 
respectively, between subroutines and I / O .  All 5cIC locations i n  each of  
these arraysare  printed upon encountering command ICOND, t h u s  p e r m i t t i n g  demand 
review o f  the many keys and parameters ut i l ized throughout the program. 
On subsequent runs 
Actual 
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PROGRAM CORNER(INPUTPOUTPUTIRSTRTITAPESXINPUTP * TAPE~=OUTPUTITAPE~=HSTRT) - - -  c -  - M -  - c - - -  C 
COMMON / UARBLE / IARRAY(00500)r RAKRAY(00500) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IARRAY(00092)v I Z S I Z E  
COIIMON / ARRAYS / I z (11oooo)  
COMMON L I S T ( 2 0 0 )  
NZSIZE = 110000 
C CALL ERRSET ( 207,  5009 - 1 r  11 01 217 
C 
C CALL ZEROTK 
100 CONTINUE 
CALL RESET ( 00500? IARRAYi 0 
CALL RESET ( 0 0 5 0 0 ~  RARRAY? 0 . 0  ) 
I Z S I Z E  = N Z S I Z E  
CALL RESET ( I Z S I Z E I  I Z P  0 
CALL RESET ( 0 0 2 0 0 ~  L I S T ?  0 
CALL EDINPT 
(30 TO 100 
END 
Figure 2. - CPH: Main Program. 
i c a l l y  c a l c u l a t i n g  
RARRAY 23 
s to res  a new value 
d i v i s i o n  by ALC wh 
data 
IARRAY 281 
Namel ist  Contro l  and Reference ( C M C .  Deck Sec t ion  11) 
A l l  s c a l a r  data o f  consequence a res to red  i n  t h e  a r rays  IARRAY and RARRAY 
(Appendix C). Many o f  these a r e  FORTRAN namel is t  s p e c i f i a b l e  and a r e  i n p u t  
under &NAME01 and &NAME02,respectively. Namel is t  read i s  i n i t i a t e d  through 
command FENAME which i n i t i a l i z e s  a l l  storage l o c a t i o n s  t o  d e f a u l t  va lues p r i o r  
t o  read ing  namel is t .  The namel is t  tab les  a l so  con ta in  t h e  name IARRAY and 
RARRAY, thus a l l o w i n g  data t o  be read i n t o  a l l  500 l o c a t i o n s  i n  each a r r a y  
regard less  o f  namel is t  name spec i f i ca t i on .  




For example, NEQKNN = 5, can 
An a l t e r n a t i v e  method of reading data i n t o  t h e  s c a l a r  a r rays  i s  t o  use t h e  
IARRAY and RARRAY command names. 
deck, ex te rna l  t o  namel is t ,  and a r e  useful f o r  r e s e t t i n g  p r i n t  codes and dynam- 
These can be i n s e r t e d  anywhere i n  t h e  data 
sca la rs  t o  be used i n  subsequent steps. For  example: 
1.5142 -3 T RESET TIME 
The ( - 3 )  i n d i c a t e s  o f  1.5142 : ALC i n t o  l o c a t i o n  RARRAY(23). 
ch i s  t h e  v a r i a b l e  s to red  i n  RARRAY(3). L kewise f o r  i n t e g e r  
5048, 282 0, 283 71, 284 72 
s t o r e s  5048, 0, 71, and 72 i n  IARRAY l oca t i ons  281 through 284,respect ive ly .  
Note t h a t  these data cannot be continued on f o l l o w i r i g  cards.  Th is  does n o t  r e s t r i c t  
the  method, however, s ince  t h e  nex t  card could con ta in  a s i m i l a r  command. 
Dynamic d imers ion ing i s  accomplished by f i l l i n g  the  I Z  a r ray  us ing  t h e  s i z e  
s p e c i f i c a t i o n  NODE(decima1) as read under namel is t  NAMEOl. 
f u n c t i o n  i s  FEDIMN and i t  must be completed f o l l o w i n g  NAMELIST read i n  Sect ion 
I 1  o f  t h e  data deck. 
o r i e n t e d  and i s  s e t  s l i g h t l y  l a r g e r  than t h e  number o f  g r i d  p o i n t s  i n  t h e  
s o l u t i o n .  
a r e  s to red  i n  t h e  f i r s t  N I Z S  ( i n  rMMEOI) l o c a t i o n s  i n  I Z  and a r e  p r i n t e d  i n  
The command f o r  t h i s  
The dimensioning parameter NODE i s  d i s c r e t i z a t i o n  s i z e  
The s t a r t i n g  addresses of the dimensioned va r iab les  i n  t h e  I Z  a r r a y  
. decimal form i f  KDUMP = 1 , i n  NAMEOl . 
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Geometric Desc r ip t i on  (CMC Deck Sect ion 111) 
F i n i t e  element d i s c r e t i z a t i o n  of  t h e  f l o w  domain i s  a u t o m a t i c a l l y  generated 
from a coarse g r i d  d e s c r i p t i o n .  
The p a r a b o l i c - e l l i p t i c  form of PNS requ i res  a g r i d  of  space dimension one 
l e s s  than the  s o l u t i o n  geometry. The most complex gr id  d e s c r i p t i o n  requi red,  
t he re fo re ,  i s  two dimensional. A s o l u t i o n  i s  ob ta ined  by "marching" t h e  e n t i r e  
two-dimensional g r i d  i n  a t h i r d  space dimension w i t h  s o l u t i o n  dependent step- 
s i z e  forming a p a r t i a l  adapt ive g r i d .  Boundary shape changes a r e  c o n t r o l l e d  by 
geometric t ransformat ion parameters s p e c i f i e d  i n  data deck Sec t ion  V I  and a r e  
r e f l e c t e d  i n  the  s o l u t i o n  through d i f f e r e n t i a l  equat ion m e t r i c s .  
Simple Geometries 
A rec tangu la r  domain having g r i d  l i n e s  l y i n g  p a r a l l e l  t o  t h e  coord inate axes 
i s  t h e  s imp les t  geometry, and the re fo re ,  i s  s imp les t  t o  i n p u t .  G r i d  s i z e  v a r i -  
a t i o n  i n  each d i r e c t i o n  i s  accomplished us ing a geometric progress ion o f  f i n i t e  
element s i z e  i n  each d i r e c t i o n .  I n  t h e  x2 d i r e c t i o n  f o r  example: 
m + l  i-2 
Yi+l = Yo + s c P 
j =2 
where p i s  t he  s p e c i f i e d  geometric progress ion r a t i o  and m i s  the number of 
f i n i t e  elements t o  be generated i n  the  x2 d i r e c t i o n  and scaled by S. Since i 
i n  equat ion (1) i s  always p o s i t i v e ,  progress ion r a t i o  g r e a t e r  than u n i t y  w i l l  
form a g r i d  which becomes coarser  as x 2  increases and p equal t o  u n i t y  forms a 
u n i f o r m l y  spaced g r i d .  
a l l o w i n g  d i f f e r e n t  progress ion r a t i o s  over each segment. 
domains, equat ion (1) i s  a p p l i e d  s i m i l a r i l y  i n  t h e  second d i r e c t i o n .  
The equat ion i s  app l i ed  piecewise over  the  elements 
For two-dimensional 
The data d e s c r i p t i o n  f o r  rec tangu la r  d i  s c r e t i  za t i ons  proceeds by f i r s t  
subd iv id ing  the domain i n t o  smal ler  rectangles (subdomains) each o f  which 
may have a d i f f e r e n t  progress ion r a t i o  i n  each coo rd ina te  d i r e c t i o n .  
subdomain casab i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  F igu re  3a admits a f i n e  d i s c r e t i z a t i o n  along 
the  s o l i d  sur face and i n  the  t i p  reg ion.  
The four  
Data f o r  t h i s  case appear a s  fo l lows 
, 
L I NK2 14 
VXlSCL 
-5.0, 5 0. - 8, 10 1.0 1.25 T 
VXZSCL 
-4.0, 5 0. * 8, 10 1 .o 1.25 T 
NDECRD 
1 16, 1 16, 0 T 
ELEM 
DON E 
The f i r s t  card i s  the discretization comand card which effects  a cal l  t o  s u b r .  
DSCRTZ. The VXZSCL and VXlSCL commands read the subdomain d a t a  for  the res- 
pective x ?  and x2 Each data s t r ing contains f i r s t  
coordi'nate, number of elements t h i s  subdomain, l a s t  coordinate th i s  subdomain, 
a n d ,  progression ra t io .  Since the subdomain must be contiguous, the f i r s t  
coord-inate of subsequent subdomains coincides with the l a s t  coordinate o f  the 
one preceding i t  a n d ,  therefore, i s  not repeated. The NDECRD command admits 
a choice of grid refinement to  be used for  solution, and generates the g r i d  
points, The d a t a  indicate f i r s t  node in the x2  direction (Fig. 3 ( a ) ,  l a s t  
node i n  the x z  direction, f i r s t  node in the x3 direction, and  l a s t  node in the 
x 3  direction. 
( V X l S C L )  and  ( V X Z S C L )  and ,  hence, (1 16) will yield a l l  elements described. 
I f ,  however. only the upper half of t h e  discret izat ion were desired for  a 
particular solution, the N D E C R D  data would appear as ( 6 16, 1, 16 ,  
0 T ) .  The ELEM command causes the f i n i t e  element node connection table  to  be 
formed. The number of elements and  nodes generated (NELEM and NNODE) in IARRAY 
are  determined and stored automatically i n  the discretization process. 
number of generated nodes must be less than NODE specified i n  Namelist NAMEO1. 
directions of Figure 3 ( a ) .  
I n  the example, 15 elements a re  described i n  each direction 
The 
Complex Geometries 
Secondary flow geometries having boundaries of general curvature and 
mu1 t i p l e  discontinuities require a more sophisticated approach. The CMC 
m u 1  tidimensional g r i d  generator employs a local parametric coordinate trans- 
formation technique over independent quadrilateral and tr iangular segments of 
9 
t x 2  
10 
1 . 0  
0 .  
-4.0 
- 5 . 0  1 . 0  
F igu re  3a. Rectangular Domain D i s c r e t i z a t i o n  ( F l a t  P l a t e )  
/I,. / 
Figure 3(b).  - I r r e g u l a r  Domain D i s c r e t i z a t i o n  . 
Figure 3. - Flow Domain D i s c r e t i z a t i o n ,  
the solution domain. A refined g r i d  is generated over each local (single 
curved) subdomain and transformed into the global geometry. 
i l l u s t r a t e s  the method fo r  a viscous corner flow problem where the potential 
core forms a curved boundary. Here four isoparametric quadrilateral subdomains 
hav ing  biquadratic variation a re  used t o  generate the two-dimensional t r i a n g u -  
l a r  mesh (see Appendix B ) .  
coordinates i n  any order and a subdomain connection table.  
table order i s :  
anywhere. A local coordinate convention is  used to  order the generated d a t a .  
The origin is the f irst  g r i d  p o i n t  i n  the connection table ,  the abscissa runs 
along s ide 1, between the f i r s t  and  second g r i d  p o i n t s  i n  the table and the 
ordinate runs along side 4 between the f irst  and fourth g r i d  points i n  the t ab le .  
T h e  generated discretization is  ordered i n  adjacent rows r u n n i n g  between sides 
4 and 2 beginning a t  the l o c a l  origin.  For example, i f  subdomain 1 i n  Figure 
3(b] i s  numbered 
Figure 3( b)  
T h i s  method requires the specification of only 
The connection 
corner g r i d  points, side g r i d  points counter-clockwise s tar t ing 
15 1 3 17 , 10 2 11 16 
a n d  5 elements per side were requested, the generated nodes would be numbered 
1 t h r u  6 a long  side one (15 l ) ,  7 t h r u  12 along the adjacent row, e tc .  Note 
i n  Figure 3(b) t h a t  the number of generated elements along side (3b) must be 
the same for  subdomains I and I1  i n  order t o  m a i n t a i n  nodal connectivity among 
the generated elements, 
The nonuniform g r i d  exhibited i n  Figure 3(b)  i s  obtainable u t i l i z i n g  two 
d i s t i n c t l y  different  approaches, 
subdomain side g r i d  points (F ig .3(a) )  toward the region of refinement, 
the number o f  generated nodes I S  equally distributed a b o u t  the side node, a 
g r i d  compression occurs f o r  off-center side grid points result ing i n  a smoothly 
skewed g r i d  over an en t i r e  subdomain. T h i s  method allows fo r  great f l ex ib i l i t y  
and control over spacial dis t r ibut ions o f  generated g r i d  density w i t h  minimal 
i n p u t .  The second method involves additional specification of geometric pro- 
gression ra t ios  along subdomain sides and set t ing scalar variable JPR = 1 i n  
the IARRAY array. 
geometry i n p u t ,  t h u s  p r o v i d i n g  a means for changing g r i d  refinement w i t h o u t  
having to  locate a new geometry point. I t  also overcomes, a t  l i t t l e  expense, 
the further drawbacks of method 1, involving nonuniqueness and boundary shape 
inaccuracies of highly skewed discretizations.  
The f i r s t  method involves movement of the 
Since 
T h i s  separates the grid refinement specifications from 
11 
To use t h i s  op t i on  i t  i s  necessary t o  s p e c i f y  t h e  number o f  subdomains 
(NSELEM) and g r i d  p o i n t s  (NSNODE) i n  Namel ist  NAMEOl. 
i n  NAMEOl l a r g e r  than t h e  number o f  nodes being generated. 
Node must a l s o  be s e t  
Report Format Output (CMC Deck Sect ion I V )  
The ou tpu t  sec t i on  o f  t h e  CMC data deck i s  devoted t o  o rgan iz ing  the  
p r i n t  formats. Several p r i n t  command names a r e  a v a i l a b l e ,  each having a 
d i f f e r e n t  f unc t i on .  Table 1 l i s t s  t h e  p r i n t  commands and g ives a b r i e f  des- 
c r i p t i o n  of t h e  f u n c t i o n  o f  each. 
read and s t o r e d  f o r  p r i n t  on command The command DESCRIPT 204 s to res  
problem i d e n t i f y i n g  t i t l e s  f o r  p r i n t  a t  t h e  beginning o f  each ou tpu t  header. 
Cards f o l l o w i n g  the  COMTITLE command a r e  
The v a r i a b l e  s p e c i f i e d  p r i n t  formats i n  CblC a l l o w  t h e  user t o  a r b i t r a r i l y  
s e l e c t  and t i t l e  the s c a l a r  and a r r a y  v a r i a b l e s  t o  be p r i n t e d .  
normal ly  grouped together  i n  a header p r i n t  which precedes p r i n t  o f  t h e  v a r i -  
ab le  ar rays.  
t o  f i t  5 t i t l e s  per card w i t h  16 characters  ma~:ir~iuiii per  t i t l e .  The s c a l a r  
v a r i a b l e s  associated w i t h  each t i t l e  a r e  i n p u t  under command IONUMB. These 
data c o n s i s t  of i n tege rs  i n d i c a t i n g  the  l o c a t i o n s  i n  RARRAY t o  be p r i n t e d .  
M u l t i p l i e r s  t o  be a p p l i e d  t o  each p r i n t e d  number a r e  l i k e w i s e  i n p u t  as i n t e g e r  
RARRAY l o c a t i o n s  f o l l o w i n g  the  comnand MPARA. 
the i n p u t  which p r i n t s  v e l o c i t y  i n  the  Engl ish,  MKS, and CGS systems o f  u n i t s :  
Scalars a r e  
The t i t l e s  a r e  i n p u t  under command DESCRIPT 332 and a r e  format ted 
The example below i l l u s t r a t e s  
DESCRIPT 332 
VELOCITY FT/SEC METERS/SEC CENTIMETERS/SEC 
DONE 
IONUM -1 
200, 3*27 T 
MPARA -1 
2*2, 164, 163 T 
The DESCRIPT 332 comnand s t o r e s  t h e  four t i t l e s  i n  t h e  o rde r  read. 
ab le t o  be p r i n t e d  under each t i t l e ,  i n  t h i s  case RARRAY (200) = 0.0 and RARRAY 
( 2 7 )  = Urn , a r e  l i s t e d  under t h e  IONUM command and zeros a r e  p r i n t e d  as blanks. 
The v a r i -  
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Reads t i t l e  w h i c h  i s  printed below the CMC!  
symbol 
Terminates 1 i teral  d a t a  
Sol ution pri n t  heading 
Same as above 
Sol ution print parameter t i t l e s  
MRRAY locations of mu1 t i p 1  i e r  
TO BE APPLIED TO PARAMETER PRINT 
RARRAY locations of ?ammeters 
t o  be printed 
Ti t les  t o  head dependent var iable  
print  
List  o f  dependent variables t o  be 
pri n ted . 
List  o f  locations in RARRAY o f  mult ip l ie rs  
t o  be applied t o  each dependent variable 
The p r i n t e d  scalars  a r e  scaled by data i n  RARRAY l o c a t i o n s  s p e c i f i e d  under t h e  
MPARA command. I n  t h e  example, t he re fo re ,  Urn i s  p r i n t e d  t h r e e  t imes, scaled 
by RARRAY(2) f o r  p r i n t  under heading FT/SEC, scaled by RARRAY(l\64) f o r  p r i n t  
under heading METERS/SEC, etc., where t h e  m u l t i p l i e r s  a r e  1.0, f e e t  t o  meters 
and f e e t  t o  cent imeters conversion f a c t o r s .  A t y p i c a l  header p r i n t  obta ined 
upon comnand LINK2 6 i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  F igu re  4, t oge the r  w i t h  data descr ip-  
t i o n  which created it. Note t h a t  t h e  (x-x- )  i n  F igu re  4 p r i n t  i s  s p e c i f i e d  as 
999 under command IONUMB. 
T i t l e s  heading t h e  p r i n t  o f  a r r a y  v a r i a b l e s  a r e  i n p u t  under comnand DESCRIPT 
203. I n p u t  format i s  16 columns per  t i t l e ,  5 t i t l e s  per card; 1 t i t l e  i s  
i n p u t  f o r  each v a r i a b l e  t o  be p r i n t e d .  The a r rays  t o  be p r i n t e d  under each 
heading a r e  assumed "ODE l o n g  and f o l l o w  command IOSAVE. 
variable/names a r e  s to red  i n  t h e  f i r s t  N I Z S  l o c a t i o n s  o f  t h e  I Z  a r r a y  and a r e  
descr ibed i n  t h e  Sect ion V data deck d e s c r i p t i o n  f o l l o w i n g .  M u l t i p l i e r s  used 
t o  d imensional ize the  p r i n t  a r e  s p e c i f i e d  f o r  each v a r i a b l e  f o l l o w i n g  command 
IOMULT. I n t e g e r  s p e c i f i c a t i o n  o f  RARRAY l o c a t i o n s  i s  used as descr ibed above 
f o r  sca lar i ldata p r i n t .  
The program a r r a y  
P r i n t  format con t ro l  i s  obta ined f o r  a r r a y  p r i n t i n q  through name l i s t  data 
s p e c i f i c a t i o n .  The maximum number p r i n t  d i g i t s  a r e  s p e c i f i e d  i n  IARRAY(20) = 
NPRNT i n  NAMEOl. Output f i e l d  s i z e  i s  c o n t r o l l e d  by s p e c i f y i n g  t h e  r e q u i r e d  
d i g i t  accuracy i n  IARRAY(22). 
i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  F igure 5. 
[not p r i n t e d )  and the  exponent i s  p r i n t e d  once fo r  each v a r i a b l e  d i r e c t l y  
f o l l o w i n g  t h e  a r ray  name. 
Output f o r  a t y p i c a l  case having simple geometry 
The format assumes lead ing  decimal p o i n t  mantissa 
The p r i n t  form r e f l e c t s  problem geometry and approximate coord inates a r e  
t a b u l a t e d  on t h e  abscissaand o r d i n a t e  of a Car tes ian rec tangu la r  system fo r  
each v a r i a b l e  p r i n ted .  
numbers w i t h  assumed lead ing  decimal as descr ibed above. 
Coordinate values a r e  i n  reference u n i t s  and a r e  r e a l  
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LIESCRIPT 3 3 2  T IOPAR PARAMETER TITLES FOR OUTPUT. 
REFERENCE ENGLISH-FT ENGLISH-IN M-K-S C-G-S 
LENGTH......... .FT......... .IN.. ....... . t i . , . . . . . . . .  .cn,........ 
VELOCITY....... ,FT/S....... .N.A. ....... .n/s........ .cn/s....... 
DENSITY........ .LBM/FT3*... .N.A.*..*..+ KG/t43....... G/CC....e* 
TEMPERATURE. .RANKINE.... .N.A. ....... .KELVIN..... .N.A........ 
ENTHALPY....... .BTU/LBM. ... .N.A.. ...... .N.A........ .KJ/KG...... 
FROZ.SPEC.HEAT. .BTU/LBM-Re. .N.A........ .KJ/KG-K.... .N.A...*.... 
VISCOSITY...... .LBM/FT-S... .N.A. 8 . .  .NT-S/MZ.... .POISE...... 
LOCAL PRESSURE. .PSF........ .PSI.. * 'KNT/M2. + . +TORR....... 
LOCAL SOLUTION. .MACH NO,.,. .DPDXl.. .... .ENERGY..... .INT. VAR... 
T2PFIX..o...... .H21. . . , . . . .  aG22.e . .G23........ .Fl. . . . . . . . . .  
NWGEOM H'S....* .H31....,... .G32.. ...... .G33..+..... .Gl.....+... 
.EPSILON.. .. .DXLM/LREF.. .REFL RE NO. Xi/LHEF....n... .DXl/LREF,. + 
DONE 
WPARA -1 
5 t 2 r  2 2 162 164 163, 3 8 2  164  163, 3 8 2  170 1 7 4 r  
3 $ 2  165 2r 2 -175  3 * 2 r  3 8 2  1 7 6  2, 3$2 1 7 7  1 7 8 r  
2 2 1 6 9  168 1679 3 * 2  108 2r 5*2r 5*2r 5*2 T 
999t 5*200r  999s 200 4843, 200 27 200 27 2 7 1  
200 10 2 0 0  10 101 200 58 200 58 200r  
200 9 7  200 97 2 0 0 r  200 3 0  200 30 200, 
200 3 8  300 38 3 8 r  9991 3 9  4 f 3 6 r  300 154 100 135 122s  
IONUtiB -1 
3 9 8  4 * I l  186r 700 4 a I l  139. 11 12 14 A 5  4 7  T 
4(a ) .  - Header P r i n t  Format Data. 
REFERENCE ENGLISH-FT ENGLISH-IN ti-K-S C-G-S 
x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x -  
LENGTH......... .FT ......... .IN.. ....... . t i . . . . . , . . . .  .cn.....,... 
VELOCITY....... .FT/S....... .N .A. .  ...... ,n /s. . . . . . . .  .CM/S....... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E t 0 1  1200000E t o 2  3 0 4 8 0 0 0 E t 0 0  3 0 4 8 0 0 0 E t 0 2  
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 E t 0 3  3 0 4 8 0 0 0 E t 0 2  3 0 4 8 0 0 0 E t 0 4  
2330814E-02  3733965E-01  3733965E-04  
5 3 0 0 0 0 0 E t 0 3  2 9 4 4 4 4 4 E t 0 3  
1 7 6 0 6 8 4 E t 0 4  4 0 9 2 5 3 3 E t 0 4  
.KJ/KG-U. e . .  
7 7 2 1 7 6 0 E t 0 1  3 2 3 0 7 8 4 E t 0 2  
4074412E-06 
DENSITY........ .LHti/FT3.... .N.A........ KG/t43....... G/CC...... 
TEMPERATURE.... *RANKINE.+.* . N * A + .  e .  ,KELVIN..... *N.A........ 
.BTU/LBtie. .. .N.A........ .KJ/KG...*.. .N.A........ ENTHALPY *.  s . 
.N.A........ FROZ.SPEC.H€AT. .BTU/LBM-R.. . N e & .  ....... 
VISCOSITY...... .LBti/FT-S... .N.A..  ...... .NT-S/H2.... .POISE.+.... 
6062725E-06  6062725E-05  
LOCAL PRESSURE. .PSF.,...... . F ' S I . . . .  .... KNT/ti2...... .TORR....... 
2 1 1 6 8 0 0 E t 0 4  1 4 6 9 9 0 6 E t 0 2  1 0 1 3 5 2 4 E t 0 6  7 6 0 1 4 2 9 E t 0 3  
x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x -  
9964654EtOO 
LOCAL SOLUTION. .MACH NO. . . .  .IIPDXl.. .... .ENERGY. , . . .INT.  WAR... 
TZPFIX......... .H21........ eG22. s + . .G23........ .Fl*......... 
NUGEOti H'S..... .H31*....*.. eG32.s.. . .G33........ .Gl.......*. 
0 E t 0 0  2129497E-14  
.DXl/LREF... ,EPSILON. t e e .DXlM/LREF.. .REFL RE NO, Xl/LREF,..+.... 
E tOO 5 7 2 0 6 1 6 E t 0 6  
0 E t 0 0  B861539E-01 0 EtOO 5847034Et00 0 EtOO 
0 EtOO 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E t 0 1  0 EtOO 0 EtOO 0 EtOO 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E t O l  0 EtOO 
1100000E-01  1000000E-02 1000000E-01 0 
- x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x -  
x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x - x -  OF 
N- N t  PASSES PRINT 
0 100 1 0 0  
4 ( b ) .  - Header P r i n t .  
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In addition t o  the f lex ib le  format p r i n t  described above, other less 
f l ex ib l e  print may be obtained which provides i n p u t  validation and ver i f ica-  
t ion of problem defini t ion.  Se t t ing  KDUMP = 1 i n  NAMEOl will e f fec t  a l i n e  by 
l i ne  data deck ref lect ion,  including each comnand card and i t s  associated data 
as  read. Comnon data 
errors  such a s  not specifying "T" o r  blank card delimiters a re  eas i ly  detected 
since the reader will continue t o  read cards, including comnand names, u n t i l  
i t  encounters one of these. The p r i n t  subsequently appears as  continuous data 
ref lect ion of a l l  the cards under the original comnand name. 
Figure 6 i l l u s t r a t e s  typical data ver i f icat ion p r i n t .  
Scalar data stored i n  the arrays RARRAY and IARRAY ' a r e  p r i n t e d  by inserting 
T h i s  p r i n t  provides the command ICOND. Figure 7 i l l u s t r a t e s  the p r i n t  format. 
ver i f icat ion of the namelist data specification, and program computed sca la rs  
which a r e  stored i n  these arrays.  
Upon ca l l  t o  QKINT, a series of prints i s  in i t ia ted .  The f i rs t ,  i l l u s t r a t ed  
i n  Figure 8, pr in ts  the variable numbers and types i n  the solution. I f  a re- 
s t a r t  u n i t  i s  requested, the u n i t  number i s  p r i n t e d .  
solution process is  l i s t e d  and identified, followed by the variables and mul- 
t i p l i e r s  t o  appear following the header page a t  each DELP solution p r i n t  inter- 
val.  
and IARRAY sca lar  l ists .  
node numbers w i t h  their coordinates. 
described above, i s  output which l i s t s  the specified and default  i n i t i a l  
conditions. 
The  order of c a l l s  for  
Following this p r i n t ,  a ca l l  t o  ICOND is  in i t i a t ed  t o  p r i n t  the RARRAY 
This is  followed by a node map p r i n t  which matches 
A subsequent standard solution pr in t ,  as  
Description of various debug print which i s  
correctness and debugging the program i s  given  
guide .  
useful fo r  verifying algorithm 
n Volume I I ,  the Programmer's 
Boundary and In i t i a l  Condition Specification (CMC Deck Section V )  
CMC admits the simultaneous solution of mu1 t i p l e  d i f fe ren t ia l  equations. 
Dependent and parameter array variables a r e  stored sequentially, b e g i n n i n g  a t  
the address stored in IZ(48) and a re  input i n  a rb i t ra ry  order following command 
IPINT. 
ables i n  a solution i s  specified by N E Q K N N  i n  NAMEOl,  and the to ta l  number of 
variables specified i n  IPINT is i n p u t  in NEQ. 
actual ly  a composite number which i s  decoded by the program fo r  ident i f icat ion.  
The number of d i f fe ren t ia l  equations, hence, number o f  dependent vari-  
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STATUS OF I a m A Y  VALUES. 
1 ND = 
6 LODG = 
11 NPTDOF = 
16 NNOUE = 
21 NROW = 
26 kOUNT = 
31 NEO = 
36 NPRSCC = 
4 1  N2WAhE = 
46 NF = 
51 NDbL = 
56 NtiOUTZ = 
61 KDUHP = 
A 6  NRHOSS = 
71 ISTATN 
7h 
81 IVWVAL = 
85 hPNT = 
91 NZZ = 
9 6  IHASE = 
101 NPRESS = 
106 KK = 
116 I G I N I T  = 
121 NSPEC = 
126 ISPEED = 
131 NbORD = 
136 KSAV = 
1 4 1  KFSL = 
146  NSFDbE = 
151 KWFLXS = 
156 ITWRCL = 
161 NPVSX = 
166 N3IJFNS = 
171 NBCND = 
1 7 6  NTkS = 
181 NVELP = 
186 I T D A  = 
191 NH = 
196 ITWALL = 
201 NSTRFP = 
206 NHDL = 
2 1 1  I H I D R V  = 
?16 ITF'SCL = 
271 NCYL = 
226 5 
2 3 1  IADSET = 
236 NSAF = 
241 NUAhE = 
2 4 6  NLC = 
151 NSNODE = 
256 IF'C = 
2 6 1  I b C  = 
2 6 6  J S I D E  = 
2 7 1  I F R I N T  = 
2 7 6  NUS = 
7 8 1  I V Y Y  = 
286 NEOAV2 = 
191 5PR = 
296 IPCOEF = 
301 NIHPCT = 
306 NMRJAC = 
311 JORDER = 
316 N I T  = 
311 IPRNT = 
376 
331 NCONSV = 
3 3 6  NPDSUG = 
34 1 i 
3 4 6  NSPRED = 
- 
111 I n A x  = 
1 2 Hl.ltI IF = 
1 1 1  NCC = 
190 1 7  NNS = 
2 27 NE 
1 2 7  N S K l F  = 
8 32 IWI SEF' = 
0 37 NEWPRT 
0 42 INPUT = 
4 47 L G  = 
0 52 hROU = 
0 57 I A S V E C  = 
0 62 N T I T L  = 
0 6 7  NS = 
0 72 IVALUE = 
0 7 7  
o 7 Knit5 = 
- 
. . .
0 82 IVSTA = 
1 07 NRTAFE = 
4 92 IZSIZE = *OOOO 9 3  NTK = 
200 97 I T K E  = 1 9 8  IHAT = 
0 3 I f i O W  = 
2 8 hFf i INT = 
0 1 3  NCLIORD = 
0 1R NPART = 
8 73 NR = 
193 28 IPASS = 
19 33 NBUG = 
0 38 NOUIVC = 
5 4 3  NEOADD = 
1 Y  4 8  NtIOF = 
46 53 NH2 = 
0 50 NEQKNN 
3 63 NIND = 
26 68 N 1  = 
0 73 ISTAD = 
0 78 
0 83 IFSLT = 
o en NLINE = 
- 
0 107 hOUr 3 
19 107 N E l E 2  = 
9 112 NUALLS = 
0 117 I b U G l  i: 
4 122 I W h I T  = 
0 1 2 7  I D I F R T  = 
52 132 IFWRIT = 
0 137 LPSIAl * 
0 1 4 2  NOUTPR = 
1 1 4 7  NPAST = 
0 152 I N I T h E  = 
0 157 NFASS = 
2660 162 IEPSET = 
0 1 6 7  KNTF'AS = 
1 9 4  1 7 2  LOWD -i 
10 177 NU2POS -- 
0 182 LOGS = 
0 187 I T D b  E 
3 192 N 3 l  = 
0 197 NTPRNT = 
1 202 NSTRF = 
8 207 IbOT = 
0 212 HLTRHS = 
0 2 1 7  NOPSCL = 
0 227 r 
0 227 - 
0 232 NPHOD = 
0 237 NARFF'R = 
0 2 4 2  I N A F  = 
0 2 4 7  NEG = 
1 Y  252 NSELEH = 
0 2 5 7  NFLUX = 
0 7 6 2  NDCNT = 
0 267 hTE = 
0 2 7 2  KShIP = 
0 2 7 7  NPTS = 
0 282 NV = 
1 287 NEQAV3 = 
1 7 9 2  JCYL = 
0 2 9 7  IPPSET = 
1 302 NHCNTR = 
4 3 7 0  307 NCONV = 
1 312 IUONLY a 
1 317 NDbGPT = 
0 322 ISTART = 
0 327 IDDXST = 
0 332 JACSAV = 
4 0  337 NTRLST = 
0 3 4 2  - 
0 3 4 7  I 
0 1 0 3  MTH = 
0 108 NCNADD = 
4 113 KPLVAR = 
0 118 IBUG2 
0 1 7 3  I G A S  = 
-2 178 ICNTND = 
-12  133 ITOP = 
0 1 3 8  LPSIAH = 
68 1 4 3  ICALLJ - 
0 1 4 8  NONC = 
0 153 NPUNCH = 
0 158 INITCN = 
0 1 6 3  NFSIST = 
200 168 NDPRES = 
1 1 7 3  NCOtlOC = 
3 1 7 8  NU3F'OS = 
0 183 IRSLHS = 
0 1 8 8  NBUF = 
6 1 9 3  NH2 = 
2 1 9 8  NFGHDT = 
1 4  203 NTCHDH = 
3 208  NVRHS = 
1 213 IPHIPR 
0 218 NCLFSI = 
0 2 2 3  MLTLttS = 
0 228 = 
200 2 3 3  NODES = 
0 738 NSHAPF = 
0 2 4 3  NODFT = 
1 248 KFIX = 
2 3 5 3  JCOLlKD = 
0 ?513 NFX = 
0 2 0 3  LOCR = 
0 ?hB NDIVHF = 
0 3 ? 3  NSTAG = 
101 7 7 9  NNPT = 
0 2 8 3  N O 1  = 
1 7 8 8  NSORC = 
0 793 IAXSYH = 
0 3 8  NPSETS = 
0 3 0 3  NITER = 
0 3 0 8  N3HROW = 
4 313 NR = 
3 3 1 8  KkSKIF = 
0 313 NLAST = 
2 3 2 8  NUISC = 
0 3 3 3  JNOCRN = 
0 3 3 8  - 
0 3 4 3  NOD023 = 
1 3 4 8  = 
- 
1 4 hFYHl iJ  
0 9 NRSlRT 
0 1 4  NFLEM 
2 19 HOE 
4 14 NPTEL 
0 7Y IRUN 
0 3 4  LPRINT 
10 59 NIIRVDX 
-2 44  NSTORE 
0 4 9  NOEL 
0 5 4  NHt4AL.F 
5 59 NCPTAH 
1 0 4 7  6 4  NSH 
4 6 3 3  69 NBSET 
0 7 4  IRRAY 
0 79 NO0 
0 8 4  NVARD 
60 89 NEHD 
2 9 4  N I Z S  
1 99 ImL 
0 104  NFLIF'  
8 109 NlAPER 
0 1 1 4  HSSIJ 
0 119 NGBUO 
0 1 2 4  NDERIV 
190 129 I H A i A b  
4 1 3 4  NPSIbD 
0 139 INGAS 
0 1 4 4  I T R n N  
0 1 4 9  IT 
0 1 5 4  NSDFCF 
0 159 I L  
0 1 6 4  NPSIND 
0 169 KCIJC 
0 174 NCOHTD 
3 179 LOC 
0 1 8 4  NGTPRS 
0 189 NSTIJ 
9 1 9 4  NUF' 
4 199 NPGRDV 
1 2 0 4  INTOHO 
8 2 0 9  N b I F R S  
0 2 1 4  LHLT 
7 21Y KR 
3 224  I L H S  
0 279 
1 7 0  1 3 4  KNTAKr 
0 239 NAKF 
0 2 4 4  N0i;lfiT 
0 2 4 9  JSHF' 
0 154 IF'IY 
0 25'9 i S I 5 E  
190 :'64 LNCL 
0 269 NF'OT 
0 1 7 4  NU 
0 2 7 9  NOIM 
0 3 8 4  NO1 
0 189 IPLOT 
0 2 9 4  I R A 1  
0 299 I P C F I T  
0 3 0 4  NELPAS 
3R6 309 N4HROW 
1 3 1 4  KOOE 
C 319 KDF'ASS 
0 3 2 4  NCNTIT 
1 3 6  3?9 NRJACB 
1 3 3 4  I l R H A X  
0 3 3 9  
0 3 4 4  I b L A S  
1 3 4 9  
1 5 NOHEGL = 
0 10 NU = 
3?5 15 NN = 
1 7 1  20 NPRNT = 
3 7 5  K I N D  = 
0 30 NP = 
100 35 NF'SICC = 
0 40 NOLJTS = 
0 45  NEX? = 
0 55 NODE = 
1 60 NHBOLtl = 
0 7 0  NDTSET = 
0 75 - 
9 80 NFRDCT = 
172 85 NVAkl = 
3 4 9  90 NYY 0 
3 50 L c o L  
10 65 EtJ 
- 
250 95 NVLLTH = 
1 100 IREND = 66216 
1 105 IF'TSPL - 0 
0 0 110 NPPESH 

















1 7 1  
4 
0 
0 1 2 0  I F R  = 
2 125 NCALLS = 
2 130 NGETH = 
2 135 NPSBUL * 
0 1 4 0  NTCNiS = 
0 1 4 5  IHIN = 
0 150 NIIDNO = 
0 155 NS2DFC = 
1 160 IH - 
0 165 Sr 
0 170 NDC = 
3 1 7 5  I F S L  = 
1 1 8 0  NSTRT = 
11 :e5 I P  = 
8 1 9 0  NHOUT = 
10 1 9 5  hFXbNO = 
4 200 I N T P S I  = 
0 105 I l I M R  = 
0 210 NCOHF'G = 
0 215 ISUPRS = 
0 220 NbCNDT = 
0 225 NVRH = 
0 230 - 
0 235 KNiSHP = 
0 2 4 0  NGRDSH = 
0 2 4 5  NAF = 
0 250 I P H I  = 
0 755 IDTAGL -- 
4 260 NVAR = 
190 265 k S I U E  = 
1 2 7 0  ITERFF = 
0 2 7 5  NI. = 
200 2AO NSEL = 
0 785 NACR4D = 
0 290 JQAD = 
0 295 IPLOTV = 
0 300 = 
0 305 NbAND = 
579 310 NFHROW = 
0 315 NPT = 
0 32.3 I C H I  = 
0 325 NOUEDG = 
1 330 LHDJAC = 
0 3 4 0  0 
0 3 4 5  I U l C O N  = 
0 350 i 
















































F igure 7. - Scalar Arrays P r i n t  
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Y UARIARLES REIN0 INTEGRATED. 
1 5 6 2 3  
tl UARICIBLES I N  CJOLUIION. 
1 5 6 3 . 3 7 8 9  
ORDER OF CALLS AT END OF OhNUIN 
L INh2(  4 )  - CONTES 
PRINTOUT VARIABLES 
1248 2248 3348 1247 5348 6248  7248  3 2 7 1  4271  5 ? 7 1  
6271 7271 8271  
PRINTOUT VARIADLE MULTIPLIERS. 
3 2 2 2 1  2 2 2 -2  2 2 
-2  2 - 2  
PRINTOUT VARIABLE FACTORS. ( N )  
N .EO. 1 )  STRAIOHT PRINT. 
N . E O .  2 ;  HULT. LAST UEC. BY THIS  I)NE - STORE I N  LhST. 
N .€a. 31 ADD TO LAST VET. - S T O R F  IN LAST UCC. LOC. 
N .GE. 4 ;  R A I S E  ENTRIES TO (N-2 )  C'OUER. 
N .LT. 0 )  TAhE NTH ROOT OF ENTRIES I F  . O T .  0 . 0  
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 
F igu re  8. - S o l u t i o n  Sequence and Var iab le  D e f i n i t i o n  P r i n t  
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The composite consists of two parts: 
0 000 
The f i r s t  d i g i t  string contains the variable number and i s  specified 
only i f  the array appears as a variable under command IPINT. 
The second d i g i t  string contains the indirect  address of  the variable.  
The indirect  address i s  the p o s i t i o n  i n  the address array which points 
t o  the variable of  concern p l u s ,  the integer constant IZBASE stored i n  
the IARRAY array. 
For example, specification of variable 1248 would cause integration o f  depen- 
dent variable No. 1 beginning a t  the address stored i n  IZ(200 + 48) where 
IZBASE i s  200. Names and brief descriptions of the program variables a re  
given on page 32 and i n  Appendix E .  
Boundary conditions are  separated into two types for c l a r i t y  of description. 
The simplest t o  apply i s  fixed values of each dependent variable. 
where the variable is  to  be fixed a re  specified following the command KBNO I ,  
where I i s  i n p u t  beyond column 8 and is the number of the dependent variable 
to  which the boundary condition will apply. The boundary nodes may be speci- 
f ied as l i t e r a l  d a t a ,  therefore, i f  actual node numbers are to  be i n p u t  they 
must follow the l i t e r a l  data comnand ADD. For example, i f  nodes 1-5 a re  to  




1, 2,  3 ,  4 ,  5 T 
DON E 
Note tha t  a DONE command must be used to terminate l i t e r a l  data. 
l a r  discret izat ions,  the input i s  simplified by requiring only one name to  
specify an en t i re  side.  
s ide to be fixed. 
ance for  a geometry in the f i r s t  quadrant of a 2D rectangular Cartesian coor- 
dinate system. 
1 t h r u  5 represented the en t i re  discretization along the abscissa. 
For rectangu- 
The names BOTTOM, RIGHT, TOP,and LEFT identify the 
Interpretation of the names i s  associated with the i r  appear- 





Solution domain gradient boundary conditions a re  specified a t  g r i d  points 
as  al and a 3  coefficients as they appear i n  Volume I [Eq. 35). 
specified under the KBNO command as  described above w i t h  special format t o  
allow for specification of the coefficients.  On the KBNO card, a 1 follow- 
i n g  the dependent variable number indicates tha t  gradient boundary conditions 
a re  being applied. The l i t e r a l  node specification cards, such a s  BOTTOM 
contains the specified a1 and a 3  coefficients.  For example: 
Data a re  
KBNO 1 1 
BOTTOM 0 1 5, - .1 2, 0. 2 
DONE 
applies an al coefficient of -.1 times RARRAY(2) and an a 3  of 0. times 
RARRAY(2) to the nodes along the abscissa of a rectangular domain beginning 
a t  the l e f t  boundary ( 0  displacement) and spanning the f i r s t  f i ve  nodes. 
the case of viscous flow boundaries near a wall, an internal ly  generated shear 
s t r e s s  i s  applied by specifying a 3  = 1.234. By specifying a = 4.321 a second 
internally generated gradient boundary condition i s  a p p l i e d  which essent ia l ly  
sa t i s f i e s  the global continuity equation. 
problem, a du2 boundary condition is  applied by simply le t t ing  a3 = d u l  
For 
T h u s ,  f o r  a two-dimensional flow 
dy dx 
Primary Flow Parameter Tables (COMOC Deck Section VI) 
The Parabolic Navier-Stokes Equation system is marched i n  one direction 
and hence the grid i n  the marching direction is  determined by the solution 
step s ize .  
i,.: 
22 
Since the step s ize  is bariable and completely unpredictable, a l inear  inter-  
polation scheme is used to  evaluate parameters which are  a function of the 
marching direction. A s  an example, external flows over curved boundaries 
generate an axial pressure gradient i n  the flow direction. 
t ion may be solved for  u s i n g  an inviscid analysis and applied t o  a boundary 
layer solution through tabular i n p u t .  
the table  mus t  contain suff ic ient  data t o  effectively describe the pressure 
curve. 
and pressure levels are specified under command VPVSX. 
The pressure varia- 
Since l inear  interpolation is  ut i l ized,  
The abscissa locations a re  specified i n  f ree  format under command VX3ST 
0. .05 .1 .15 . 3  .5 T 
VPVSX 
1. -.6 -.5 - . 3  -.l -.05 T 
The above data complete a table  which is  interrogated for  pressure level upon 
command L I N K 1  4.  Note t h a t  NPVSX must be s e t  to a t  l eas t  the table  s ize  i n  
Namelist NAMEO1. (Vol.  I ,  P .  1 6 ) .  
Piecewise 1 inear tabulated coordinate data describing variable geometry i n  
the flow direction (Vol .I, P. 16) is i n p u t  under commands VU3POS (xl direction 
coordinates) and VU3VAL (F21 (xl) and  FZ2 (xl) coordinates). The tabular 
functions are i n p u t  i n  the order F22 , F2, as i l lus t ra ted  below. 
VU3POS -1 
1.0 1.05 1.1 1.2 2.0 T 
VU3VAL -1 
.5 .6 .7  .8 .9 J !-.5 -.6 - . 7  - .8 -.9 J T 
1 1  I I  
F22 F2 1 
- 
Table storage arrays for  variable geometry coordinates are  dimensioned by 
to  the number of table  
ariabl e geometry 
namelist NAME02 or  
or to  speci fyi  ng 
. set t ing NUZPOS and NU3POS i n  namelist NAME01 equal 
values i n p u t  ( i . e . ,  fo r  the above case = 5 ) .  Note 
requires a nonzero ALC which may either be specif 
s e t  internally by cal l ing subroutine DIMEN ( L I N K 3  
variable geometry data. 
t h a t  
ed i n  
4) Pr 
23 
Table look-up f o r  t h e  above i s  s t r i c t l y  i n t e r p o l a t o r y  and, t he re fo re ,  
r e q u i r e s  data t o  span t h e  e n t i r e  s o l u t i o n  domain. 
end a t  the t a b l e  endpoints, however. 
S o l u t i o n  need n o t  begin o r  
Nonzero i n i t i a l  c o n d i t i o n s  i i iust be s p e c i f i e d  f o r  a l l  v a r i a b l e s  i n  t h e  I P I N T  
As w i t h  o t h e r  f l o a t -  
a r r a y  no t  i n t e r n a l l y  computed as a f u n c t i o n  of  f low parameters. 
This  i s  done simpiy by us ing t h e  comnands V Y Y  and VYYEND. 
i n g  p o i n t  data, t h e  V Y Y  Command card may a l s o  c o n t a i n  m u l t i p l i e r s  expressed as 
f l o a t i n g  p o i n t  numbers o r  i n t e g e r s  p o i n t i n g  t o  l o c a t i o n s  i n  RARRAY. 
s i g n  ( - )  on an i n tege r  i n d i c a t e s  m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  by the  r e c i p r o c a l .  
i n t e r n a l  
a re  u s u a l l y  used f o r  t h i s  purpose. 
number being i n i t i a l i z e d .  For example: 
I 
A negat ive 
I Since no 
nondimensional i z i n g  i s  performed on these arrays,  t he  scale f a c t o r s  
The VYYEND ca rd  must con ta in  t h e  v a r i a b l e  
V Y Y  -27 
210 * 300. T 
VYYEND 1 
Var iab le  number 1 i n  the I P I N T  a r r a y  i s  i n i t i a l i z e d  t o  a v e l o c i t y  o f  300 f t / s e c ,  
nondiiriensional ized by Urn l o c a t e d  i n  RARRAY (27) .  
I 
I n  a d d i t i o n  t o  v a r i a b l e s  i n  the I P I N T  ar ray,  o t h e r  a r rays  may be i n i t i a l i z e d  
S t a r t i n g  address f o r  s toraqe i n  these a r rays  a re  s t o r e d  
For example, i n i t i a l i z a t i o n  of nodal 
us ing the READ comnand. 
i n  I Z  a r r a y  l o c a t i o n s  g iven i n  Appendix E .  
values o f  s p e c i f i c  heat (see Appendix E ) ,  i s  acconiplished by s p e c i f y i n g  v a r i a b l e  78 
on t h e  READ command card:  
I 
I READ 5 300 78 0 
300 * 0.24 T 
The READ conniand above i s  i n t e r p r e t e d  as: READ 300 values from u n i t  5 and s t o r e  
them a t  the address s p e c i f i e d  i n  IZ(78) p lus  0. 
w r i t t e n  froni an array i n t o  a f i l e  f o r  p r i n t ,  punch f o r  l a t e r  i n t e r r o g a t i o n  us ing  
the  WRITE command. 
S i m i l a r l y ,  data may be 
, 
S o l u t i o n  Procedure (CMC. Deck Sect ion V I I )  
COMOC employs a f l e x i b l e  s o l u t i o n  scheme which, through comnand card speci -  
f i c a t i o n ,  permi ts  t h e  user t o  c a l l  f unc t i ona l  modules which perform sequences 
24 
of operations pertinent to  a particular se t  of equations. 
system l i e s  mainly i n  the 5 link subroutines l i s t ed  i n  Volume 111. 
The 3DPNS equations u t i l i z e  many of these, such as:  Thermodynamics (LINK2-9) , 
Turbulence Models (LINK5-6) , Nonhomogeneous Laplacian Equation (LINK2-7), and 
The heart of the 
. Gradient Boundary Conditions (LINK1-7), t o  name a few. 
f o r  the 3DPNS equations proceeds by f i r s t  call ing DIMEN 
dimensionalizing parameters. This i s  followed by a cal l  
to  generate the f i n i t e  element data. Nonlinear coeffic 
being integrated are  evaluated a t  each integration step.  
i s  u t i l i zed  to i n p u t  the sequence of subroutine ca l l s  t o  
and the da taare input  i n  the form (link No., cal l  l i s t ) .  
specification of:  
L I N KCAL L -1 
5 1, 2 9 ,  5 6 ,  T 
he order of solution 
LINK3-4) to compute 
ents i n  the equations 
The command LINKCALL 
be issued a t  each step,  
to GEOMFL (LINK1-3), 
For example, a data 
would cause the program to sequentially ca l l  the subroutines (LINK5(1), 
LINK2(9), LINK5(6) prior t o  evaluating the derivatives a t  each integration 
step.  
and type of nonlinearity i n  the solution. In the example, call ing LINK5(1) 
allows the geometry t o  vary according t o  the F21, F22 functions input under 
commands VU3POS and VU3VAL as previously described. 
By simply changing the l inkcall  l i s t ,  therefore,  one can vary the degree 
TURBULENCE MODELING 
The 3DPNS algorithm i s  structured t o  accommodate a variety of turbulence 
closure models. 
and a more general turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) model, solving two 
different ia l  equations written on TKE and dissipation functions (VOl. I, P. 11). 
While the models appear straightforward in concept, a variety of coefficients 
a r e  required to  s u p p o r t  t he i r  application, thus complicating the i r  usabili ty.  
Table 2 defines the pertinent coefficients and suggested values for  general 
3DPNS and boundary layer flows. T h e  values a re  input as namelist data as 
indicated in the table and three principal options of use are  available; 
mix ing  length theory, TKE, and a combination of b o t h .  
simplest to  implement. 
l en t  viscosity a t  each solution node u n t i l  the solution has marched to  the 
The program presently addresses an algebraic mixing length model, 
- 
Mixing length (MLT) i s  













P R D I S  
C l D O R F  
Z2DORF 
I n i t .  Cond. 
Table 2 
Tu rbu len t  V i s c o s i t y  Model s 
MLT 


















Two Equat ion 






























s ta t ion  denoted by ElEZSW i n  (NAME02). The two equation (TKE-DISS) model i s  
implemented by sletting the namelist values noted i n  the center column of Table 2. 
In most instances, i n i t i a l  values of TKE and DISS are  not available.  They 
can, however, be estimated using MLT. 
appear ;IS i n  column one of Table 2. 
assumption, and switches a re  preset i n  namelist NAME02 to i n i t i a l i z e  the TKE 
and DISS prof i les  us ing  MLT. 
uated based upon the calculated m i x i n g  length. A t  stat ion C4EDSW, ITKE is  inter-  
nally s e t  t o  one and ( -NEQADD)  equations are  switched from parameter status to  
different ia l  equation variables. T h i s  i s  internally accomplished by increasing 
the NEQADD counter by twd. Utilization of this option requires that  variables 
i n  the IPINT array be arranged such t h a t  the TKE & DISS variable numbers are  a t  
the i n i t i a l  NEQINT ( = N E Q K N N  & NEQADD) t 1 and t 2 locations. 
l en t  viscosi t ies  a re  evaluated i n  subroutine DFCFBL as coefficients for the 
viscous d i f f u s i o n  term i n  each of the momentum equations. 
The i n p u t  data for this option would 
Ini t ia l izat ion i s  accomplished on turbulent 
A t  each step below C4EDSW, TKE and DISS a re  eval- 
For 3DPNS, t u r b u -  
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EXTERNAL JUNCTURE CORNER SAMPLE CASE DATA 
The Juncture region test  case consists of turbulent flow parallel  t o  a 
corner formed by the intersection of two 10 percent thick parabolic arcs with 
coincident leading edge. 
parabolic Navier-Stokes, the solution i s  in i t ia ted  a t  the o r i g i n ,  in Figure 9 ,  
over a generated g r i d  on the secondary flow plane (z ,y) .  The turbulent rnornen- 
t u m  equations w i t h  continuity constraint are  subsequently integrated i n  the 
positive X direction ( F i g .  9 )  and under the influence of the three-dimensional 
inviscid pressure f i e ld .  
veloci t ies  along the walls and free-stream conditions a t  the outer plane. 
Figure 9 i l l u s t r a t e s  the flow f i e ld  geometry. For 
Boundary conditions on the flow f i e ld  include zero 
T h i s  section provides a detailed description of d a t a  requirements for  the 
juncture region t e s t  case configuration, fu l ly  described i n  Volume I (section 
5 ) .  
section and concentrates on description of specif ic  pertinent variables. 
subsection of the deck is l i s t ed  w i t h  l ine  numbers and footnote-like descrip- 
tions o f  each l ine which follow immediately. 
plete  t e s t  case d a t a  deck i s  g i v e n  in Appendix A.  
The d a t a  deck description paral le ls  the decomposition noted i n  the previous 
Each 
A continuous l i s t i ng  of the com- 
I1 .l. NAMELIST (Integer Scalar) I n p u t  
1 FENAflE 
2 SNAflEOl 
3 NEQ E 9 r  N I Z S  5 250. NSNODE 6 199 NSELEfl = 2r I S I D E  = 4 r  
4 NVAR = 3 9  I P H I  l r  NODE = 193r LCOL = 1001 KROU = 1001 
5 NDP = l o r  NBAND = 2 3 r  LG = 32r N E l E 2  = l r  NDERIU = 29 
6 N D I f l  = 2 0 0 r  NMOUT 5 29 NflBOUT = 501 NC = B r  NOUTS * l r  
7 NOUTVC 101 I B L  = l r  NODES 6 170r NPVSX = 2660, NMDL = 8 r  
B NEQAV2 5 l r  NEQAU3 = 1, NPTS ss l O l r  JPR = l r  
9 INOCRN = l r  IDDXST a= 2, NTABPT za 1 4 r  NLINE = 1 4 0 r  
10 NUALLS = 4 r  ICORN 1, NPUSXT = 1 0 9  NNROU = 9 r  
11 IULSEP 191 NEQKNN = 51 NEQADD = - 4 r  NI f lPLT = l r  
1 2  KNTPAS = 2009 NCNTIT Or NCNCIDD = Br 
1 3  LPSUP 6 r  LPPNCH = 2r 


























Command t o  i n i t i a t e  Namelist read 
Integer Namelist Data Array Name 
Number of dependent variable and parameter arrays 
Number of  subdomain S r i d  points specified 
Number of subdomains specified 
Maximum number of subdonain sides 
Number of variables (including coordinates) i n p u t  
fo r  distribution over the refined g r i d  
Slightly larger t h a n  the number of nodes i n  the 
solution 
Larger t h a n  the number of nodes a l o n g  abscissa 
( x 3 )  coordinate 
Larger than the number of  nodes along the ordinate 
( x2 )  coordinates 
One greater t h a n  NEQ 
Maximum bandwidth of  Jacobian Matrix 
Number of columns i n  solution f i e ld  
0 -+ No Mixing length theory (MLT) used 
1 -+ MLT used for  d i f f u s i o n  coef. 
2 -+ Delay us ing  MLT u n t i l  ElE2SW is s e t  t o  1 
(3,2) Pr in t  output i n  (Geometric form, Tabular form) 
Number of variables t o  be printed 
Number of characters i n  print f i e lds  
Greater than maximum subdomain generated 
node density 
Number of pressures i n  P Versus XI table 
1 indicates that  geometric progression ra t ios  
a re  i n p u t  t o  form a nonuniform g r i d  
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Command 
NL I NE L ines ou tpu t  per page c o n t r o l  




NEQKNN Number o f  o r d i n a r y  d i f f e r e n t i a l  equat ions solved = 
NEQKNN + NEOADD 
NEQADD Number o f  o r d i n a r y  d i f f e r e n t i a l  equat ions 
i n i t i a l l y  n o t  so lved (Negat ive)  
KNTPAS . Maximum number o f  i n t e g r a t i o n  steps between p r i n t s  
NCNADD Number o f  i n t e g r a t i o n  steps p r i o r  t o  i n t e g r a t i n g  
secondary f l o w  v e l o c i t y  equat ions 
1 4  &END NAMELIST End 
















U I N F  = 1 0 0 . 0 ~  TOFINF = 530.01 P I N F  = 2116.8, REFL = 1.01 
DSTART 5 1.01 ElE2SW 10000,01 COHPX = 2.01 COHPY = 1.0, 
THULT = 1.21, TKEDGE = 1 . 0 ~  PIBAR z 2.01 PALPH z 20.09 
XHUINF = 0.01 OSG = 1.0, A L C  = 1.0, BLTH 1.01 EFHULT = 1.01 
XNUGEO = l e v  C4EDSW = , 0 0 1 ~  DELHLT = 1.E-49 PCFACT 1.r 
CHIEPS = 3.E-49 RHOIH 1.1 PRDIS = 1 . 3 ~  GUHULT = 1 . p  
ESCF = 1.01 RUEDSW = 1.01 XLAH = 0 1 1 1 ~  UCHULT = 1.9 VLDHLT = l e ,  
OSUSQ = 1eOE-59 OHEGXP = 1 . 5 ~  XLlELTA 0.01, EPSWIN = 1.OE-5, 
AOHGEX = 2.01 GAHFAC 1rOE-209 GAUEXF = 9.01 EEXP = 4.01 
RHSCAL 1.0, PPFACT 1.01 UZSTRS 1.01 DELP = 101.0, 
CHITST = 10.01 CHISTP P 5 . 0 ,  TO = O i O l l r  S IHPLT = 0 . 0 1 1 ~  
H S I N I T  = 1.OE-41 TD = 0 . 5 8 9 ~  HHAX = 1.01 TSADD P 0 . 0 5 ~  
SEND 
L ine  Command 
15 &NAME02 












Real Namel is t  Data Array Name 
Reference v e l  o c i  ty  
Reference temperature 
Reference pressure l e v e l  
Reference l e n g t h  
I n i t i a l  s tep-s ize  m u l t i p l i e r  
S t a t i o n  a t  which t o  r e s e t  NElE2 
Geometric form p r i n t  x 3  compression f a c t o r  
Geometric form p r i n t  x2 compression fac to r  
Step s i z e  mu1 t i p l i e r  
Reference v i s c o s i t y  
C h a r a c t e r i s t i c  F i n i t e  Element S ize  
(minimum s ide  l eng th )  
Maximum TKE i n i t i a l  l e v e l  (ABS Value) 


































C H I  STP 
TO 





Pr imary f low coord inate a t  which turbulence 
d i f f e r e n t i a l  equat ions e v a l u a t i o n  begins 
Turbulence equat ions source term scale f a c t o r  
ODE i n t e g r a t i o n  convergence f a c t o r  
Viscous w a l l  damping f a c t o r  
P rand t l  number f o r  d i s s i p a t i o n  f u n c t i o n  
Turbulence l e n g t h  sca le  f a c t o r  
Boundary l a y e r  measure 
Turbulence c o e f f i c i e n t  
Secondary v e l o c i t y  convect ion term s p e c i f i e r  
Secondary v e l o c i t y  laminar  d i f f u s i o n  
Minimum TKE l e v e l  
Turbulence parameter 
Convergence c r i t e r i a  f a c t o r  
Minimum d i f f u s i o n  l e v e l  f a c t o r  
Exponent on w a l l  damping f a c t o r  
D i f f u s i o n  f a c t o r  
D i  ff u s i  on f a c t o r  
D i f f u s i o n  f a c t o r  
Add i t i ona l  Reynolds s t r e s s  turbulence model terms 
Implements the  p e r t u r b a t i o n  pressure i n  
secondary f l o w  v e l o c i t y  equat ions 
Implements Reynolds s t r e s s  terms i n  secondary 
f 1 ow equations 
P r i n t  i n t e r v a l  ( %  of t o t a l  pr imary f l o w  coord. Dim.) 
Maximum i t e r a t i o n  count be fo re  s tep-s ize decrease 
Minimum i t e r a t i o n  count be fo re  s tep  s i z e  increase 
I n i t i a l  primary f l o w  d i r e c t i o n  coord inate 
I n i t i a l  i n t e g r a t i o n  s tep s i z e  
P r i m a r y  f low coord inate t o t a l  l e n g t h  
Maximum step s i z e  ( %  o f  TD) 
Implements a d d i t i o n a l  p e r t u r b a t i o n  pressure terms 
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11.3 DYNAMIC ARRAY DIMENSIONING AND DEPENDENT VARIABLE SPECIFICATION 
a9 FEDIHN 
30 IP INT  -1 






Dimension arrays to  f i t  problem size 
Cards following specify dependent variable 
and parameter arrays 
Variable 1 primary flow velocity 
2 Secondary flow velocity ( v e r t i c a l )  
3 Secondary flow velocity (horizontal ) 
5 Turbulence kinet ic  energy 
6 Dissipation function 
7 Perturbation pressure ( p p )  
8 Complementary pressure (p,) 
9 Continuity equation potential  ( $ 1 )  
Dependent variables and  parameter arrays a r e  
stored i n  sequential arrays each of which i s  
NODE long 
In NAME01 
NDP i s  the number of arrays f o r  space allocation 
NEQ is  the number of equations t o  be integrated 
NEQADD i s  the number of equations t o  beg in  inte-  
gra t i  ng fol  1 owi ng i n i t i  a1 i za t i  on 





































L I N K 4  9 
IARRAY 450 250 
P S I B D  -1 
1 -2 T 
IARRAY 61 0 





9 9 T  
9 9 T  
2t4  T 
9 10 3 1 12 13 19 2 9  
1 3 14 15 19 16 17 18 T 
DEPVAR 289 290 1240 T TRANS. COORD. P NORHAL COORDo v U l  VEL0 
000 0.869565 0.01910 5SO.O 0.0999 000999 
0.0 1.20 0869565 e01918 0.0 1.15 1.20 1.15 lo20 
0.0 0.0 001918 SS0.0 0.0 ,01918 
3xo.o ,0999 .ow9 4 ~ 0 . 0  
0.0 0.0 ,758 st0.0 0.0 .783 3tOoO .783 0.0 4to.o T 
DONE 
READ S 63 -26 
READ 5 63 -26 910 
READ 5 63 -26 972 
11 1 2, 2 12 11 T TURN DIAGONAL I N  LOUER RIGHT CORNER. 
181 171 182~ 171 172 182 T TURN DIAGONAL I N  UPPER L E F T  CORNER. 
110 100 90 T ADD TRIAGLE TO OUTSIDE CORNER. 








42 STY PE 
Dynami cal ly Dimensions Di sc re t i ze r  Arrays 
Reset location 450 in the sca la r  integer array 
to  the value 250 
Set diagonals, each subdomain 
In i t i a t e s  d i scre t izer  
Number o f  dimensions i n  the local coordinate 
system direction f o r  each subdomain 
Coordinate system direction f o r  each subdomain 
Number o f  divisionsin the E local coordinate 
system direction f o r  each subdcmiiin 









SELCN Grid point numbering for  subdomain local 
coordinate definit ion 
1. Order is:  
Corner g r i d  points counter-clockwise followed 
by side g r i d  points counter-clockwise 
2 .  Corner g r i d  p o i n t s  1 and 2 define the local 
abscissa direction 
Corner g r i d  points 1 and 4 define the local 
ordinate direction 
3. Nodes a re  generated in rows sweeping from the 
o r i g i n  t o  the maximum ordinate 
DEPVAR Numbers on t h i s  card define the re la t ive  addresses 
for  storage of coarse g r i d  d a t a  following: 
289 indicates abscissa coordinate values 
290 indicates ordinate coordinate values 
1248 indicates primary flow velocity d a t a  
DON E Signifies end of discret izer  d a t a  and  causes the 
grid refinement to  occur and primary flow velocity 
values t o  be distributed over the refined g r i d  
READ Reads integer data from unit 5 (card reader) i n t o  
array beginning a t  re la t ive  address 63 (generated 
f i n i t e  element numbers). 
in the array 918 words from the beginning 
The data a re  displaced 
IARRAY Reset the generated f i n i t e  element count t o  325 
I n  NAME01 
NSELEM i s  the number of subdomains specified 
NSNODE i s  the number of specified g r i d  points 
ISIDE i s  the max<imum number of sides 
NODES dimensional i zes d iscre t izer  generated node- 
lenqth arrays. Must he i r ea t e r  thanAhe 
maximum number of nodes t o  be generated i n  
a subdomain 













6 2  
63 
6 4  
65 
66 
6 7  
68 
69 
7 0  
7 1  
7 2  
73 
7 4  
7 5  
7 6  
77 










9 0  
9 1  
9 2  
9 3  
9 4  
9 5  
9 6  
9 7  
98 





a 7  
I V .  TITLES AND HEADINGS 
IOMULT 
UC3LKAV.I  LU- 




WING / FUSELAGE JUNCTURE FLOU. 
DESCRIPT 332 T IOPAR PARAMETER T ITLES FOR OUTPUT, 
REFERENCE ENGLISH-FT ENGLISH-IN H-K-S C-G-S 
LENGTH......... .FT......... .IN..+...... .n.,........ .cn......... 
VELOCITY.* . * * . *  *FT/S..**... .N.A.....*.. .n/s........ .cn/s....... 
D E N S I T Y . * + * * + . .  .LBM/FT3.... .N*A.,...... KG/M3....+.+ G/CC...... 
TEHPERATURE.... .RANKINE.... .N.A........ .KELVIN..... .N.A........ 
FROZ.SPEC.HEAT. .BTU/LBH-R.. .N.A+*..*... .KJ/KG-K**.. .N.A.....+.. 
LOCAL PRESSURE. .PSF......+. .PSI...++... ,KNT/H2..+.*. +TORR..*.... 
L O C A L  SOLUTION. .MACH NO.... .DPDXl...... .ENERGY..... . I N T +  'JAR... 
T2PFIX,,....... .H21........ .G22....... .G23.+...... .Fl.......... 
Xl/LREF....a ... .DXl/LREF... .EPSILON,... .DXlM/LREF.. ,REFL RE NO. 
ENTHALPY* . .+*+ .  +BTU/LBH*... .N.A...*...e .KJ/KG...... .N.A........ 
VISCOSITY.,.,.. ,LBM/FT-S... .N.A.....*.. .NT-S/H2.... ,POISE...... 
NWGEOH n's..... .H~I........ .~32........ .G33........ .Gl......... 
DONE 
MPARA -1 
5*2r 2 2 162 1 6 4  1 6 3 r  3 t2  164 1631 3 * 2  1 7 0  174. 
3 *2  165 2r 2 -175  3 * 2 r  3*2 176 2 9  3 t 2  1 7 7  1 7 8 r  
2 2 169 168 1 6 7 r  3 t 2  108 2r 5*2 r  5*2r 582 T 
999r 5*200r 999, 200 4 3 4 3 1  200 27 200 27 279 
200 9 7  300 9 7  200. 200 3 0  200 30 2001 
200 38 200 38 38. 999. 39 4 t 3 6 r  300 1 5 4  100 135 1229  
IONUMB -1 
200 io 200 io ior  200 58 200 58 200. 
3 9 8  4*11 1869 200 4 S I 1  139. 11 12 1 4  A 5  4 7  T 
DESCRIPT 2 0 3  T T I T L E S  FOR OUTPUT DEPENDENT VARIABLES. 
Ul /UREF U2/UREF U3/UREF NUINUREF TKEITKER 
DISS/DISSREF PP / PSTAG U' U'V'  U'U' 
V '  V'U' Y' 
DONE 
IOSAVE -1 
1248 2248 3 2 4 8  1 2 4 7  5248, 6248 7 2 4 8  3271 4 2 7 1  5 2 7 1 ~  
6 2 7 1  7 2 7 1  8271 T 




COiVlTI TL E 
DESCRIPT 332 




S t d  p r i n t  t itles 
Problem identifying t i t l e s  
S td  output header labels 
Scalar parameter p r i n t  mu1 t i p l i e r s  
Scalar parameter pr int  locations 
Dependent variable pr in t  labels 
Dependent vari ab1 e p r i n t  1 ocations* 
Dependent variable pr in t  mu1 tip1 i e r s  (RARRAY L O C . )  
*Note in l ine  99 t h a t  the dependent variables are  ident i f ied by decoding each 
number specified (i.e. 1248 i s  stored i n  the f i r s t  NODE locations beginning a t  
the address in IZ(248); Variable 2 ,  2248, i s  d i rec t ly  behind Variable 1 since 
i t  i s  stored in the second NODE locations beginning a t  the address stored i n  
IZ(248); e t c . ) .  
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10811 lr 178110 209 1081-1 1909 1881-10 171 T 
198110 1 T FIX UALL NODES. 
198110 1 T FIX WALL NODES. 
19t110 1 T FIX YALL NODES. 
198110 1 T FIX YALL ONLY FOR PP 
198110 10 T 
ADD DONE 
9t110 109 9t110 110 T FIX OUTSIDE BOUNDARY - BUT NOT CORNERI 
YHICH IS NOW INTERIOR. 
L i n e  Command 
162 I BORD L i s t  of ad jacen t  domain boundary nodes 
164 KBNO 1 Nodes where u1 i s  h e l d  constant  ( w a l l  nodes) 
167 KBNO 2 Nodes where u2 i s  h e l d  constant  ( w a l l  nodes) 
170 KBNO 3 Nodes where u s  i s  h e l d  constant  ( w a l l  nodes) 
173 KBNO 7 Nodes where p e r t u r b a t i o n  pressure he ld  a t  i n t i a l  s t a t e  
176 KBNO 8 Nodes where complementary pressure h e l d  a t  i n i t i a l  s t a t e  
179 KBNO 9 Nodes where equat ion p o t e n t i a l  (+) i s  h e l d  a t  zero 
Named-side cards a re  formatted [4(A8, 18, 4X)] 
Boundary c o n d i t i o n s  a r e  a p p l i e d  t o  secondary f l o w  plane. 
x2t P o s i t i v e  d i r e c t i o n  i s  counter-  c lockwise ( i e .  [-RIGHT 21 f i x e s  
the r i g h t  column and node numbers. 
Node numbers a r e  s t o r e d  beginning left 
a t  t h e  second row from t h e  top  and 
proceeding toward t h e  bottom row).  
36 
V.2 INITIAL CONDITIONS 
















































L I N K 3  
IARRAY 
L I N K l  




L I N K l  
L I N K 2  
L I N K l  
IARRAY 
RARRAY 
L I NK2 
RARRAY 
L I NK2 
L I NK2 
L I N K 5  
L I N K 2  
L I N K 2  
L I N K S  
RARRAY 















1 T  
47 19 
2 
11 T NODPPR 












107 0 T SET N E l E 2  = 0 
5 
DONE 
l r  198110 10 T F I X  UALL AND FREESTREAH NODES. 
6 
30 T NODPCP 
T 
11 T NODPPR 
63 1.0 
Arm DONE 







LINKl  2 







Compute t h e  nonc l i cex iona l  i z i n g  parameters 
Compute t h e  f i n i t e  element m a t r i x  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
Compute t h e  complementary pressure from C t a b l e  
Reset t h e  nodal subset s t r i n g  l eng ths  
Reset t h e  nodal subset s t r i n g s  
Generate f i n i t e  element-node g l o b a l  connect ion t a b l e  
Evaluate i n i t i a l  d i s t r i b u t e d  complementary pressure (P,) 
Generate the p r imary  f l o w  v e l o c i t i e s  
Re-evaluate i n i t i a l  d i s t r i b u t e d  complementary pressure (P,) 
Evaluate wal l  s k i n  f r i c t i o n  e f f e c t s  
Eva1 ua t e  e f f e c t i v e  boundary 1 ayer  i n t e g r a l  parameters 
Evaluate wal l  s k i n  f r i c t i o n  e f f e c t s  







































































V.1 PRIMARY FLOW PARAMETER TABLES 
CNTPTS -1 
19 19 T 
CNTNDS -1 
IOSI-10 100. 981-1 9, 10SI10 1001 981-1 189 T 
IARRAY 47 2 
LINK2 23 T CALL CPSTUP TO READ IN CP DATA. 
0.0 C.02784 0.04731 0.07145 0.10210 0.14010 0.19000 
0.26870 0.41840 0.76770 1.51600 3.01300 6*00800 9.00200 
0 00999 
0.46940 0.46940 0.42770 0.38980 0.36030 0.33690 0.31740 
0.299ao 0.28560 0.28160 0.28580 0.29330 0.33690 0.29710 
0.01914 
0.22830 0.21360 0.20940 0.21440 0.21980 0.24730 0.22400 
0.38290 0.38290 0.35650 0.32150 0.29170 0.26730 0.246ao 
0.03126 
0.79870 0.29870 0.28500 0.23710 0.22970 0.20600 0.18560 
0.16700 0.15260 0.14910 0.15500 0.16010 0.17520 0.16460 
0 s 04628 
0.21490 0.21490 0.21020 0.19090 0.16830 0.14700 0012800 
0.11040 0.09699 0.09488 0.10170 0.10680 0.11750 0.11180 
0.06409 
0.13190 0.13190 0.13350 0.12220 0.10560 0.08026 0*07195 
0.05642 0.04503 0.04494 0.05295 0.05821 0.06638 0.06353 
n . OFI~TI 
OiOSO7f  0.05079 0.05659 0005191 0.64182 0.02944 0.01691 
0.00491 -0.00370 -0.00108 0.00023 0.0137s e.02055 0001944 
-0*10500 -0.10s00 -0.09411 -0.00947 -0000799 -0008917 -0.09175 
-0.09444 -0.09397 -0.08425 -0.07182 -0.06549 -0.06010 -0.05904 
0.1609 
-0.1788 -0.1788 -0.1664 -0.1504 -0.1522 -0.148 -0.1451 0 0  
-100 -100 -1 .o -1.0 -1 .o -1  .o -1  .o 0. 
0 2224 
-0131Sl -0.31S1 -0.3012 -0,2079 -0.2739 -0.2601 -0.2466 - 2  
-1.0 -1.0 -1  .o -1 .o -1 .o -1 .o -1 .O 0 0  
0 2908 
-0.4296 -0,4296 -004155 -0.3902 -0.3703 -0.3571 -0.3345 0 
-1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1 .O -1  .o -1  .o -1  .o 0 .  
-0054460 -0.54460 -0053120 -0.51030 -0.40400 -0.45640 -0.42500 




-0.57430 -0.57430 -0.56140 -0.53960 -0151270 -0.40250 -0.44000 
-0040740 -0.35680 -0030640 -0120000 -0.27070 -0,26570 -0.26170 
0 5975 
- 5446 
-1 .o -1 00 
0.71 
-e4296 -e4296 







0.01 0 . 4  1.0 T 
1 0 0  1.0 1.0 T 
0.01 0.4 1.0 T 









-e5312 -e5103 - e 4 0 4 0  -e4567 -e425 .5 
-1  0 0  -1 .O -1 .o -1.0 -1.0 .5 
- ,4155 - 0  3982 - s 3783 - 357 -.3345 .7 
-1 0 0  -1  .o -1 .o -1  .o -1 .o 0. 
Nodal subset s t r i n g  lengths  
Nodal subset s t r i n g s  
Reads pressure c o e f f i c i e n t  t a b l e  (Cp) 
Pr imary f l o w  coord ina tes  
X Z  coord ina te  v a r i a t i o n  a t  p r imary  f low coord inates 
Pr imary f l o w  coord ina tes  
X 3  coord ina te  v a r i a t i o n  a t  p r imary  f low coord inates 
38 
V I  I .  SOLUTION PROCEDURE 
216 LINKCALL -1 
218 QKNINT 
219 E X I T  
220 CASE END 
217 2 4 T CONTES DUHHY CALL. 
L ine  Comnand 
216 L I NKCALL 
218 QKNNT 
219 EXIT 
220 CASE END 
L i s t  c a l l e d  a t  t h e  end o f  each i n t e g r a t i o n  s tep  
I n i t i a l i z e  i m p l i c i t  mod i f i ed  Newton I n t e g r a t i o n  
Terminate r u n  and r e t u r n  t o  MAIN f o r  nex t  data case 
Las t  data case 
39 
APPENDIX A 
























2 4  
25 
26 















4 2  
4 3  
4 4  
45 
46 
















NEQ 9r N I Z S  250r NSNODE = 191 NSELEH = 2r  I S I D E  = 4r 
NVAR = 3r I P H I  l r  NODE 193r LCOL = 1001 KROW = 1001 
NDP i= 101 NBAND 23r L O  = 32r N E l E 2  l r  NDERIV = 2r 
NDIH = 200r NHOUT 2r NHBOUT = 509 NC = 8 r  NOUTS = l r  
NOUTVC 101 I B L  = l r  NODES = 170r NPVSX = 26601 NMDL = 8r 
NEQAV2 = l r  NEQAV3 l r  NPTS = 1019 JPR l r  
INOCRN l r  IDDXST = 2r NTABPT = 1 4 9  N L I N E  = 1 4 0 r  
NUALLS = 49 ICORN = l r  NPVSXT = 101 NNROW = 9 r  
IULSEP 19r NEQKNN = 5r NEQADD = -4r NIMPLT E l r  
KNTPAS .I 200r NCNTIT Or NCNADD 8 r  
LPSUP 6r LPPNCH 2 9  
SEND 
LNAHEO2 
UINF = 100.01 TOFINF 530.01 P I N F  2116.8~ REFL sz 1.01 
DSTART 1-01 E l E 2 S U  = 10000.0~ COHPX = 2.01 COMPY 1.01 
THULT = 1 . 2 1 9  TKEDGE = 1.01 PIBAR 2.01 PALPH 20.01 
XHUINF 0101 OS0 1.0, ALC = 1.01 BLTH s= 1.01 EFHULT = 1 . 0 9  
XNWGEO 1.r C4EDSW = e 0 0 1 r  DELHLT = l . E - 4 ~  PCFACT = 1 . 9  
CHIEPS * 3.E-4r RHOIH = 1.r PRDIS = 1 r3r  GUMULT l e v  
ESCF = 1.01 RUEDSW 1.01 XLAM 0 1 1 1 ~  VCHULT = 1 . 9  VLDMLT = 1.r 
OSUSQ = 1.OE-51 OHEGXP 1 .5~  XDELTA = 0 . 0 1 ~  EPSHIN = 1 . 0 E - 5 ~  
AOHGEX = 2.09 GAHFAC = 1 e O E - 2 0 ~  GAHEXP = 9.01 BEXP 4.09 
CHITST = 10.01 CHISTP = 5.01 TO = 0 1 O l l r  S IMPLT = O e O l l r  
H S I N I T  1.OE-49 TD = 0.589~ HHAX = 1.01 TSADD 0.059 
RHSCAL = 1 .0~  PPFACT = 1-01 U2STRS = 1.01 DELP 101.0, 
SEND 
FEDIHN 
I P I N T  -1 
L I N K 4  9 
I A R R A Y  450 250 
P S I  BD -1 
1 -2 T 
IARRAY 61 0 





1 5 6 2 3 7 8 9 0 Or 0 0 0 7x01 l o t 1 1  1 T 
9 9 T  
9 9 T  
2 t 4  T 
9 10 3 1 12 13 19 2 9  
1 3 1 4  15 19 16 17 18 T 
DEPVAR 289 290 1 2 4 8  T TRANS. C0ORD.r NORMAL COORDrr U 1  VEL. 
0.0 0.869565 0.01918 5tO.O 0.0999 000999 
0.0 1.20 0869565 e 0 1 9 1 8  0.0 1.15 1.20 1.15 1.20 
3t0.0 ,0999 00999 480.0 
0.0 0.0 .oi918 5to.o 0.0 r o i 9 i 8  
0.0 0.0 0758 5t0.0 0.0 e 7 8 3  3t0.0 e 7 8 3  0.0 4t0.0 T 
DONE 
READ 5 63 -26 
11 1 2r  2 12 11 T TURN DIAGONAL I N  LOUER RIGHT CORNER. 
READ 5 63 -26 972 
110 100 90 T ADD TRIAGLE TO OUTSIDE CORNER. 
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DONE 
HPARA -1 
5*21 2 2 162 164 163r 3*2 164 163. 3*2 170 174. 
3*2 165 21 2 -175 3*2v 3*2 176 21 3 t 2  177 1781 
2 2 169 168 167. 3.82 108 21 5t21 582. 582 T 
9999 5*200* 999r 200 4*431 200 27 200 27 27. 
200 10 200 10 10. 200 58 200 58 200. 
200 97 200 97 200. 200 30 200 30 2001 
200 38 200 38 38, 9991 39 4136. 300 154 100 135 122. 
IONUHB -1 
398 4SI1 186. 200 4SI1 139. 11 12 14 85 47 T 
DESCRIPT 203 T TITLES FOR OUTPUT DEPEI!XIENT VARIABLES. 
Ul/UREF UZ/UREF UWUKEF NU/NUREF 
DISS/DISSREF PP / PSTAG U' U'V' 
V '  U'U' U' 
DONE 
IOSAUE -1 
1248 2248 3248 1247 5248. 6248 7248 3271 4271 52711 




























3*2 -2 2 2 -2 2 -2, 1 3 t l  T 
-1 
T 
100. 9 t I - 1  9r lOIIl0 100. 9*I-1 189 T 
47 2 
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0.05019 0.05079 0.05659 0.05191 --V;04182 0.02944 0,01691 
0.00491 -0.00370 -0.00108 0.00823 0.01375 -V.OiO55 O.Oi944 
0.13310 
-0.10500 -0.10500 -0.09411 -0.08947 -0,08799 -0,00917 -0.09175 
-0.09444 -0.09397 -0.08425 -0.07102 -0.06549 -0,06010 -0.05904 
0.1603 
-0.1700 -0.1780 -0.1664 -0.1584 -0.1522 -0.140 -0.1451 0 .  
-1.0 -1.0 -1  .o -1 .o -1 .o -1 .o -1 .o 0 .  
-1.0 -1.0 -1  .o -1 .o -1  .o -1  .o -1 .o 0 .  
-1.0 -1.0 -1 .o -1 .o -1  .o -1  .o -1  .o 0. 
0 2224 
-0.3191 -0.3151 -0.3012 -0.2079 -0.2739 -0.2601 -0.2466 e 2  
0 2900 
-0.4296 -0.4296 -0.4155 -0.3902 -0,3783 -0.3571 -0.3345 0 
0 40250 
-0.54460 -0.54460 -0.53120 -0.51030 -0.40400 -0.45640 -0.42500 
-0.30670 -0.34020 -0.29330 -0.26800 -0.25090 -0.25390 -0.25000 
0.50 
-0.57430 -0.57430 -0.56140 -0.53960 -0.51270 -0.40250 -0.44000 
-0,40740 -0135680 -0.30640 -0.20000 -0.27070 -0.26570 -0.26170 
0 5975 
-e5446 -e5446 -a5312 -e5103 -e4040 - e 4 5 6 7  -e425 .5 
-1  .o -1  .o -1  .o -1  .o -1 .o -1  .o -1  .o .5 
0.71 
-e4296 -e4296 -e4155 -e3902 -e3703 -e357 -. 334s .7 



















0.01 0.4 1.0 T 
1.0 1.0 1.0 T 
0.01 0.4 1.0 T 
1.0 1.0 1.0 T 
10811 l r  178110 20r 1081-1 190r 18t I -10 171 T 
198110 1 T FIX UALL NODES. 
198110 1 T FIX UALL NODES. 
198110 1 T FIX UALL NODES. 
198110 1 T FIX UALL ONLY FOR PP 
19SI10 10 T 
98110 101 98110 110 T FIX OUTSIDE BOUNDARY - BUT NOT CORNER9 
UHICH I S  NOW INTERIOR. 
I A R R A Y  47 19 
LINK3 4 
I A R R A Y  250 0 T IPHI I N  GEOHFL 
LINK1 3 




190811 1 T 
IARRAY 47 19 





























L I N K l  
L I N K l  
L I N K 2  
L I N K l  
IARRAY 
RARRAY 
L I N K 2  
RARRAY 
L I N K 2  
L I N K 2  
L I NK5 
L I NK2 
L I N K 2  
L I N K 5  
RARRAY 







L INKCALL  
2 4  
QKNINT 




11 T NODPPR 
10 T TBLINP 











107 0 T SET N E l E 2  = 0 
5 
DONE 
1~ 1 9 t I l O  10 T F I X  UALL AND FREESTREAfl NODES. 




1 9  198110 10 T F I X  UALL AND FREESTREAH NODES. 
-1 
T CONTES DUMHY CALLI 
4 3  
APPENDIX B 
The CMC discretizer possesses the capabili ty of refining coarsely dis- 
cretized flow domains having boundaries of general shape. By subdividing the 
flow domain into a few shapes hav ing  quadratic variation along the boundaries, 
vir tual ly  any closed domain can be accurately modeled and discretized t o  con- 
form t o  solution requirements. The method i s  graphically presented in F i g .  
B . l  for  a single element two-dimensional a i r fo i l  in an i n f in i t e  domain. I n  
F ig .  B.la the flowfield has been divided into twelve subdomains consisting 
of eight quadrilateral and four tr iangular shapes. 
the d a t a  required to  specify the subdomain boundaries. Note t h a t  a l l  boun-  
daries are  of degree 2 or less .  The side grid points serve t o  describe the 
curved surface shapes and the i r  location re la t ive  t o  adjacent ver t ic ies  deter- 
mines the spacial distribution of the generated gr id .  Figure B . l b  i l l u s t r a t e s  
a 648 element grid generated from the subdomain description in Fig. B . l a .  
Note t h a t  the refined g r i d  around the a i r f o i l  surface a n d  toward the leading 
and  t ra i l ing  edges i s  due t o  the off center placement of the subdomain side 
grid points. 
accomplished from a single se t  of subdomain d a t a  by simply moving side grid 
points a n d  respecifying the number of elements for  each subdomain. 
The grid points represent 
Variations on refinement type and  number of elements i s  readily 
The grid refinement algorithm proceeds by looping over the subdomain and 
generating grid point and f i n i t e  element correction d a t a .  For each of the 
quadrilateral a n d  tr iangular subdomain shapes, a coordinate transformation 
exis ts  which maps a local natural coordinate system onto  the physical plane. 
The general form of the required transformation for  a l l  space i s :  
x i  = Q j  x j  j = 1, n (A.1) 
where n i s  the total number of specified g r i d  points on each subdomain boundary 
a n d  summing over repeated indices is  observed. The scalar X i  consists of the 
grid point physical values of the coordinates a t  the i t h  generated node. The 
quantity Q j  i s  called the shape function and contains functions o f  E and rl 
which sa t i s fy  t h e  transformation i l lus t ra ted  in Figure B.2  for  E and  TI of the 
Ex j> .  
Cartesion space and shape factors may be derived f o r  a variety of geometric 
shapes and  polynomial degrees. 
general quadrilateral for instance isJ  
Equation ( B . l )  i s  valid over one-, and  two-, and three-dimensional 
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F i g .  B .1.- Super Element and Finite Element Dircretizations 
For Isolated Two-Dimensional Airfoil 
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where the  E ,  n ax is  b isec ts  the quadr i l a te ra l  and the equations .are.ordered 
according t o  the  g r i d  p o i n t  numbering noted i n  Figure A . 2 .  
equation 6.2 i n t o  B . l  f o r  a s p e c i f i c  set o f  { x . )  and eva lua t ing  the equation 
over the  l i m i t s  o f  E and TI ( - 1  t o  1) y i e l d i  a b iquadra t ic  approximation 
t o  x over the subdomain. are dependent upon 
the  a b i l i t y  o f  the shape functions t o  approximate the  phys ica l  geometry. A 
curvature which i s  exac t ly  b iquadrat ic ,  f o r  instance, w i l l  be i n te rpo la ted  
exac t l y  using equation 6.2. Note i n  Figure B2b t h a t  the s ide  located g r i d  
po in ts  l i e  a t  exac t ly  midside, by d e f i n i t i o n .  
however, need no t  be a t  exac t ly  mid-side since i t  i s  no t  requ i red  i n  the  
d e f i n i t i o n  o f  {Q). Movement of the  spec i f i ca t i on  o f  the  s ide  nodes i n  the  
phys ica l  plane, therefore,  a l lows f o r  a smoothly varying d i s t r i b u t i o n  of 
generated data over the  subdomain as i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Figure B . l .  The coor- 
d ina te  t ransformat ion i s  o f  the serendipi ty f am i l y  and can y i e l d  nonunique 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s  i f  excessive skewing of the mid-side node i s  attempted; there- 
fo re ,  care must be taken when applying the  method as i n  Figure B . 1 ,  where 
regions o f  h igh l y  re f i ned  g r i d  a re  necessary along the a i r f o i l  surface. 
Subs t l t u t i on  o f  
Accuracy o f  t he  values of X i  
The s ide nodes i n  Figure B.2aY 
Each of the  subdomains of which the e n t i r e  s o l u t i o n  domain i s  composed 
may be t rea ted  independently if the data generated along subdomain boundaries 
i s  i d e n t i c a l  for each subdomain. This requ i res  thatintersubdomain houn- 
dar ies share the same g r i d  po i t i ts  and t h a t  (€;TI) be independent along the  sub- 
domain in te r faces .  To i l l u s t r a t e  tha t  t h i s  is indeed the  case, consider t h e  
two co inc ident  subdomains o f  F ig .  8.3. 
Along the  common boundary ( 3 , 4 , 7 ) ,  and ( 4 , 1 , 8 ) 2  
' I 1 = c =  1.0 
€2 = c = -1.0 
and eva lua t ing  equation ( 2 )  w i t h  these cons t ra in t s  y i e l d s :  
And s ince  E ~ =  -q2 along the  boundary, equation (A.3) becomes 
47 
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., F i g . B  . 3  Two adjacent subdomains . 
which i s  identical to equation (8 .4) .  
angular shaped subdomain can be shown t o  yield similar resu l t s .  
dimensional subdomains have surface interfaces and  similar equations can be 
derived a s  above where the equivalent of  equation (B.5) contains functional 
expressions for  a planar surface. This demonstrated generali ty,  therefore, 
completely eliminates any requirements for specifying the subdomains in a 
particular order a n d  numbering may begin a t  any vertex. 
I t  i s  impossible t o  encompass the en t i re  spectrum of geometric shape and  
refinement requirements within a few subdomain types. 
a data refinement scheme, therefore, requires tha t  addition t o  i t s  geometric 
f l ex ib i l i t y  be open ended. Utilizing the subdomain method, special subdomain 
functions may be developed and inserted d i rec t ly  into the system. An example 
of  th i s  i s  a telescoping quadrilateral h a v i n g  quadratic interpolation. The 
purpose of this  special function i s  t o  provide a means for increasing or  de- 
creasing the number of generated t r i a n g u l a r  elements when progressing from 
one end of a subdomain t o  another. F i g .  B.4 i l l u s t r a t e s  the effect  f o r  a 
quadrilateral expanding from three elements per side t o  s i x  elements per s ide .  
This subdomain has proven very useful f o r  flows having small areas of h i g h  
velocity gradient where a very f ine mesh i s  required relat ive t o  the overall 
flowfield mesh s ize ,  and  windowing-in i s  n o t  pract ical .  F i g .  S . 5  i l l u s t r a t e s  
such a case where vortex generation a t  a w i n g  t i p  i s  t o  be computed. Very 
h i g h  velocity gradients occur i n  the immediate area of the t i p  and decay 
r a p i d l y .  Utilizing the telescoping subdomain, the g r i d  s ize  i s  reduced from 
six elements per side in the t i p  region t o  two elements per side where an 
i n f in i t e  boundary condition was applied and 64 elements were eliminated from 
the computational domain. 
Other boundary combinations and the tri- 
Three- 
The completeness of 
The interpolation functions described above are  used t o  d i s t r ibu te  the 
grid point d a t a  over each subdomain. 
complete discretization, nowever, poses the problem of having duplicate sets  
o f  d a t a  along the interconnecting boundaries. Removal of the duplication i s  
accomplished through the conctruction of a subdomain connection t a b 1  e from 
the specified d a t a  and interrogating i t  from an  algorithm which operates over 
the subdomain boundaries. Table B . l  i l l u s t r a t e s  the connection table f o r  the 
f i r s t  f o u r  subdomains of Fi(1. B.1. 
are 2Z(no. of subdomain sides).  
Combining the subdomains t o  form the 
The storage requirements for the table 
. . -. 
APPENDIX B (Cont’d.) 
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Note t h a t  the f i r s t  two columns need not  be stored since they are sequential. 
For the solution domain of Fig.B . l ,  therefore, only eighty words of storage 
are. required t o  administrate boundary duplication elimination. 
proceeds subdomain by subdomain, f i r s t  generating a sequence of local 
(dummy) node numbers, then interrogating the connection table t o  determine 
i f  any sides a r e  connected t o  any other subdomain. Upon finding one which 
i s  of lower number i t  retrieves the local boundary node numbers for t h a t  sub- 
domain and substitutes them for the coincident se t  into the proper locations. 
Simultaneously, the duplicate generated variable se t  a t  the boundary i s  elim- 
inated. The f in i t e  element connection table i s  subsequently formed for a l l  
generated elements in the subdomain and sequential global node numbering i s  
substituted in a simple loop a t  the end. The connection table i s  also use- 
ful for  locating external boundaries since they appear as zeros in the table. 
Note in the above scheme t h a t  only the subdomain da ta  were manipulated t o  
sequence the generated d a t a  thus maintaining higher efficiency of the algorithm. 
Also, storage requirements are minimized by requiring operation on not  more 
t h a n  two subdomains simultaneously, hence the d a t a  for a large problem c o u l d  
be generated interactively on a minicomputer o r  small time sharing system 
ut i l iz ing disk or tape intermediate storage. An especially useful feature o f  
such a method when combined with a graphics package and a video (CRT) terminal 
i s  the abi l i ty  t o  interactively modify,and debug d a t a  decks. The above scheme i s  
very eff ic ient  and generated d a t a  for 24 variables over 10 nodes/CPU sec on 
an IBM 360-65. 
The algorithm 
APPENDIX C 
Comnand Name Input 
4 C C N f G J L  C A Q 3  W I T P  TW€ F3LL iW!r . IG PARAWETEFS IS READ 1'4 - 
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T H ?  F r L L G N I N G  tC'4qcllN3S A P E  U T I L I Z E ?  TO L O C A T E  S T S h A G E  A D D k E S S E S  
= l Q  I V E G E R  A Q R E Y  C C T A  S P = C I F I C A T I C N .  THE C A R D S  A ? E  D I R E C T L Y  
f 7 I . L ? M E ?  9 Y  I t J T E G F R  3 A T 4  C b C O 5  I V  F K E E  FORMAT.  THE P E A @  S C A V  I S  






1 2  
13 





2 1  
2 2  
2 6  
2 8  
? 7  
- 
6 8  
5 
1 2 1  
7 1  
1 2 3  
1 2 4  
1 %  7 
1 2 5  
3 P  
L31 
1 3 5  
74 
75  8 
2 6  
93 
3 1  
125 
12 1 
6 7  
hO 
47 
1 2 8  
13 1 
1 4 2  
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F. c .  










1 9  
11 
I C  
17 
L O  
19 
2 1  




6 7  






6 7  
t 7  
(J 7 
67 
6 7  
6 7  
6 7  
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K 
24 
2 5  
2 6  
3 7  
2 9  
3L 
32  




6 7  
h 7 





Sca la r  Var iab le  Desc r ip t i ons  
VALUtS I N  PARENTHESIS ARE DEFAULT CONDITIONS. 
ALPHANUMERIC IARRAY ENTRIES 
IARRAY NAME DESCRIPTION 
ENTRY 
96 IBASE - (200) BASE NO. FOR I 2  ENTRIES. 
261 I B C  - NUHBER OF BOUNDARY CONDITION TYPES. 
344 I B L A S  - EPS EXPONENT FOR U 2 r  U3  CONVERGENCE CRITERION. 
207 IBOT - 1ST ELEMENT AT UHICH TO PRINT DEBUG INFORMATION. 
327 IDDXST - (1) 
127 I D I F R T  - NO. OF TIMES TO PRINT INTER. OUTPUT I N  L I N K l r  GETPPRe 
162 IEPSET - 1 = FORCE COMPUTATION OF D I S S I P A T I O N  FUNCTION. 
347 INCLFT - OUTPUT VECTOR INCREMENT FOR SETVAL AND MATSUM. 
348 INCRGT - INPUT VECTOR INCREMENT FOR SETUAL. 
158 I N I T C N  - I N I T I A L I Z E R  I N  CONTES. 
152 I N I T K E  - 1 TKEr D ISSIPATION ARE ALREADY I N I T I A L I Z E D .  
295 IFLOTU - DATA SET NUMBER ON UHICH TO STORE DATA FOR PLOTTING. 
99 I B L  - 1 = BOUNDARY LAYER PROGRAM 
JNCPPR AND PRSGRD, 
1ST INPUT VECTOR INCREMENT FOR MATSUM* 
2ND INPUT VECTOR INCRENENT FOR HATSUM. 
42 INPUT - ( 5 )  INPUT LOGICAL UNIT  NUMBER. 
28 IPASS - NO. OF CALLS T O  DER'JBL. 
105 IPTSPL - ( 0 )  USE LUDWIEG - TILLMAN FORMULA FOR TAU WALL. 
- 1 = USE PATANKER AND SPALDING'S FORflULA FOR TAU UALL. 
132 I P U R I T  - DEBUG CODE I N  L I N K 3  AND STRF FOR INTERMEDIATE OUTPUT. 
294 I R A T  - SET = TO 1 WHEN N3DPNS I S  F IRST TURNED ON* 
100 IREND - END POSIT ION I N  ' I Z '  ARRAY. 
259 I S I D E  - NUMBER OF SIDES / SUPER ELEMENT. 
322 ISTART - STARTUP CODE I N  IMPLCT. 
215 ISUPRS - 1 = SUPPRESS PRINTOUT OF: 
A i  STARTUP I N  BDINPTI 
B. NODE flAP, 
C. OUTPUT STATIONS, 
186 I T D A  - UNIT  NO. ON WHICH TO STORE INTEGRAL PARAMETER DATA 
187 I T D B  - UNIT NO, ON WHICH TO STORE 'PLOTS' DhTA FOR PLOTTING. 
205 I T I M E R  - SET = NO. OF TIMES TO CALL TIMETK SUBROUTINE. 
FOR PLOTTING. 
NOTE: TIMETK NEEDS TO BE DEFINED FOR YOUR INSTALLATION. 
97 I T K E  - 0 DO NOT INTEGRATE TKE - DISS. EQUATIONS. 
1 = USE TKE - DISS. TO COMPUTE TURBULENT VISCOSITY, 
133 I T O P  - 2ND ELEMENT AT UHICH TO PRINT DEBUG INFORMATION, 
196 ITWALL - 1 USE DUDY FOR TAU UALL. 
312 IUONLY - ( 2 )  NO, OF STEPS U N T I L  CONVERGENCE ON U1 ONLY. 
122 I W R I T  - DEBUG PRINT FLAG I N  CONTES, DFCFBL, GETFSL AND TAUU. 
92 I Z S I Z E  - HAXIMUM DIf lENSION OF I Z  VECTOR, 
291 JF'R - 1 - * I D S I D E  NODES FOR ETA DIRECTION ARE 
PROGRESSION RATIOS. 
169 KCflC - 1 = RESET N L I N E  TO 50 6ND DUflP KODE TO 2. 
167 KNTPAS - ( 9 9 )  MAXIHUM NO. OF INTEGRATION STEPS BETWEEN PRINTS. 
61 KDUMP - PRINT INPUT CARDS AND DATA GENERATED I N  BDINPT. 
56 
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c 
c 
6 KODG - PRINT GEOMETRY OUTPUT I F  .NE+ 01 
7 KOD5 - PRINT INTERMEDIATE DERUBL OUTPUT KOD5 TIMES. 
26 KOUNT - RUNNING C O M T  OF OUTPUT, ( L I M I T E D  BY LPRINT. )  
113 KPLVAR - (10) NO. OF VARIABLES TO BE PLOTTED OR PUNCHED. 
86 KPNT - 1 = PRINT STATION ( SET DURING EXECUTION.) 
8 KPRINT - PRESENT VALUE OF PRINT COUNTER. 
52 #ROW - (100) NO+ OF ROWS I N  DISCRETIZATION. 
151 KWFLXS - (LCOL) NO. OF SLICES AT UHICH TO COMPUTE TAU M A L L .  
50 LCOL - ( 2 0 )  NO+ OF COLUMNS I N  DISCRETIZATION. 
47 LG - N O ,  OF COLS. I N  SOLUTION F I E L D .  - I F  .NE. 0 ON INPUT9 THEN CNTPTS AND CNTNDS ARE 
- TO BE READ IN .  
330 LMDJAC - (1) COMPUTE JACOBIAN EACH ITERATION* 
2 1 4  LMLT - ( L G )  NO. OF CONTOURS FOR UHICH TO COMPUTE M I X ,  LENGTH 
TURBULENT VISCOSITY+ 
179 LOC - INTERVAL NO, FOUND I N  LOOK SUBROUTINE. 
172 LOWD - (2) USE LAMINAR U I S C +  BELOW LOWD AND MLT FROM LOWD ON, 
376 L P H I  - t/- 1 TO EVALUATE P H I  OR PP RHS I N  PPRES. 
353 LPLOT - F L A G  TO I N I T I A T E  PRINT O F  DATA AT PLOT STATION+ 
3 5 4  LPLTPR - F L A G  TO ACTUATE PRINT OF DATA AT PLOT STATION (REOUTP) 
352 LPPNCH - NO, OF PASSES BEFORE LPUNIT TAKES AFFECT FOR K r  EPSo 
351 LPSUP - NO. O F  DATA STATIONS BEFORE LPLTPR TAKES AFFECT. 
750 LP!JNIT - UNIT NO, ON UHICH TO STORE PPI U l r  U2r  U3r  K r  EPS DATA. 
212 MLTRHS - (1) NUMBER OF RIGHT HAND SIDES TO SOLVE FOR I N  STRF, 
377 HONE - -1 I N  PPRES TO ALTERNATE SIGN OF L P H I .  
(SEE DPSISR AND REOUTP) 
3 4  LPRINT - (100) L I M I T  ON OUTPUT COUNT, 
23 NB - ( 4 )  NO. OF CHAR. I N  EACH WORD OF OUTPUT WAR. T I T L E .  
305 NBAND - ( 2 S L C O L t 3 )  MAXIMUM BANDWIDTH O F  JACOBIAN MATRIX. 
170 NBC - MAX. NO. OF BOUNDARY COND, FOR ANY ONE DEP. VAR. 
131 NBORD - NO. OF NODES AROUND BORDER OF DISCRETIZATION. 
22 NC - ( 8 )  NO. OF CHARACTERS I N  OUTPUT FORMAT. 
125 NCALLS - (10)  NO. OF ROUTINES TO CALL AT END OF INTEGRATION STEP. 
108 NCNADD - BEGIN U21 U3 INTEGRATION AFTER NCNADD INTEGRATION STEPS. 
1 7 3  NCOMOC - NO, OF CARDS READ I N  FOR COMOC T I T L E  PAGE. 
210 NCOMPG - (35)  NO. OF ENTRIES TO PRINT FROM PRGDUM COMMON BLOCK. 
1 7 4  NCOMTD - NO. OF CARDS REAKI I N  FOR T I T L E  INFORNATION. 
3 0 7  NCONU - NON-CONVERGENCE FLAG SET I N  IMPSLU. 
13 NCOORKl - F L A G  FOR GENERATING AXI-SYMMETRIC DATA I N  GEOMFL. 
59 NCPTAB - (1) NO. OF ENTRIES I N  SPECIFIC HEAT TABLE. 
1 NU - I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N  PARAMETER ft4 DFCFNS,. 
317 NDBGPT - NO, OF ENTRIES TO PRINT I N  VECTORS FOR DEBUGGING. 
124 NDERIV - (2) = CALL DERUBL. 
1 9 4  NDP - (10)  SPACE ALLOCATION I N  I I P I N T  VECTOR. 
1 4  NELEM - NUMBER OF ELEflENTS I N  SOLUTION, 
304 NELPAS - INTEGRATION STEP COUNTER. 
31 NEQ - ( 5 )  MAXIMUM NO. OF VARIABLES TO BE SOLVED. 
4 3  NEQADD - NO. OF D I F F .  EONS. I N I T I A L L Y  NOT SOLVED, 
- EtGo -2 = DELAY INT .  TKE AND DISS. 
UNTIL  C4EDSW I S  SATISFIED.  
286 NEQAUZ - WHEN NCNADD I S  SATISFIEDr  NEQADD = NEQAVZ t NEQAV3. 
287 NEQAV3 - UHEN NCNADD I S  SATISFIED9 NEQADD = NEQAV2 t NEQAVJ, 
58 NEQKNN - (1) NO, OF DEP. VAR. TO BE INTEG. I N  QKNUIN. 
37 NEWPRT - ( 5 )  NO, OF SCALARS TO PRINT ACROSS A PAGE (MAX. = 8 ) .  
107 N E l E 2  - 0 = DO NOT USE M I X I N G  LENGTH THEORY FOR D I F F .  COEF. 
1 = USE MLT FOR SOLUTION O F  D IFF .  COEF. 
2 = DELAY USING HLT UNTIL ElE2SW I S  S A T I S F I E D .  
46 NF - ( 4 )  NO. OF 'NB' BYTE UORDS I N  T I T L E  FOR EACH DEPI VARI 
54 NHHALF - PASS AT WHICH MAXIMUM ITERATIONS TOOK PLACE. 
53 NDB - CURRENT PASS CFQR PRINT POINT)  
68 N I  - STARTING LOC. I N  DEP. UAR. HATRIX FOR T H I S  VARIABLE, 
301 NIMPLT - (1) I M P L I C I T  INTEGRATION SCHEME BEING USED. 
57 
58 
APPENDIX D (Cont'd.) 
IARRAY NAME DESCRIPTION 
ENTRY 
316 N I T  - KODE FOR DEBUG PRINT OF: 
1, JACOBIAN 
2. L / U  DECOMPOSITION 
302 NITER - ITERATION COUNTER. 
94 N I Z S  - (200) NO. OF I Z  ENTRY POINTS THAT CAN BE STORED, 
323 NLAST - KODE FOR LAST STATION WHEN DX ,LT. H. 
88 N L I N E  - (60)  L I N E  COUNT OUTPUT CONTROL. 
191 NM - (3 )  TYPE O F  ELEMENTS I N  SOLUTION. - 2 L I N E  (ONE-DIMENSIONAL). 
- 3 = TRIANGLE (TWO-DIMENSIONAL). 
306 NMHJAC - (NBANDINNODE) NO. OF ENTRIES I N  JACOBIAN. 
206 NHKIL - ( 8 )  ALLOW EXTRA STORAGE I N  I Z ( 7 1 )  AND I Z ( 7 2 - 7 6 )  
60 NMBOUT - ( 3 0 )  NO. OF VARIABLES TO BE PRINTED. 
LENGTH OF I Z ( 7 1 )  MAXIMUM (NODE. NOIIESNHDL) 
LENGTH OF I Z ( 7 2 - 7 6 )  = MAXIMUM ( NODE. (NODE/2)tNMDL) 
190 NMOUT - ( 3 )  = PRINT OUTPUT I N  GEOMETRY FORM. 
2 = PRINT OUTPUT I N  NODE NO, SEQUENCE. 
193 NM2 - N M I I 2 ,  USEKl FOR STORING FULL MATRICES. 
16 NNODE - NUMBER OF NODES I N  SOLUTION. 
340 NNROW - NO, OF COLS. (ROWS) ON ONE S I D E  OF JUNCTURE CORNER. 
2 3 3  NODES - (NODE) VECTOR LENGTH FOR REFINE GRID GENERATOR, 
325 NOUEDG - FLAG TO STORE UELIGE FROH CP INFORMATION I N T O  U 1  VECTOR, 
142 NOUTPK - (100) NO. OF SCALARS TO PRINT I N  OUTPUT* 
55 NODE - (100) VARIABLE DIMENSIONING PARAMETER I N  FEDIMN. 
19 NOF: - NO. OF EQUATIONS BEING SOLVED FOR DEP. VAR. 'NP'. 
40 NOUTS - (10)  NO. OF OUTPUT VECTORS TO PROCESS AT ONE TIME. 
38 NOUTVC - ( 5 )  NO. OF OUTPUT SCALARS ACROSS PAGE AT PRINT STATION, 
30 NF - DEP. VARIABLE BEING SOLVED AT T H I S  TIME. 
1 5 7  NPASS - NO. OF PASSES THRU DER'JHL. 
336 NPDHUG - NO, OF ITERATIONS FOR DEBUG I N  DERVBL AT DEBUG POINT. 
198 NF'GRIST - ( 4 )  STARTUP COUNTER USED I N  PRSGRD. 
199 NPGRDV - ( 4 )  STARTUP COUNTER USED I N  PRSGRD. 
153 NPUNCH - SET = 7 I F  ELEMENTS AND NODES ARE TO BE PUNCHED I N  DIMEN. 
161 NPVSX - (2) NO. OF PRESSURES I N  P US X TABLE. 
371 NF'VSXT - NO. OF ENTRIES I N  EACH TABLE. (USED WITH NTABPT). 
313 NR - NO, OF PRINTS FOR I M P L I C I T  INTEGRATION DEBUG. 
328 NRJACH - (1) COMPUTE JACOBIAN EACH ITERATION, 
20 NF'RNT - (132) NO, OF PRINT POSITIONS ON A L I N E  OF OUTPUT. 
67 NS - GENERAL DUMHY PARAMETER, 
154 NSKl - I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N  COIlE I N  UFCFBL. 
252 NSELEM - NO. OF SUPER ELEMENTS I N  GRID GENERATOR, 
146 NSFKIBE - RESET CONDITION F L A G  I N  'F INDBE' .  
2 7  NSKIP - (NOIIE) NO. OF BOUNDARY LOC.  / DEP. VAR.  
64 NSM - (10) STOP PROGRAH I F  ANY OUTPUT EXP. I S  .GT. NSM. 
251 NSNODE - NO. OF SUPER NODES I N  GRID GENERATOR. 
189 NSTD - ( 8 )  NO. OF STANDARD MATRICES TO BE STORED. 
155 NS2 - I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N  CODE I N  DFCFBL. 
394 NTABPT - NO. OF TABLES TO BE READ I N  CPSTUP. 
140 NTCNTS - STARTUP PARAMETER I N  CONTES. 
203 NTCKDM - STARTUP PARAMETER I N  XYCRDM. 
62 N T I T L  - (10)  NO. OF T I T L E  CARDS TO BE READ I N  AND PRINTED AT THE 
BEGINNING OF EACH OUTPUT SET. 
197 NTPRNT - 99999 = DO NOT PRINT INTEGRAL PARAMETERS I N  TRETHK. 
177 NU2POS - ( 2 0 )  MAX.  NO. OF ENTRIES FOR VAR. GEOHETRY D E F I N I T I O N .  
178 NU3POS - ( 2 0 )  MAX. NO. OF ENTRIES FOR VAR. GEOHETRY D E F I N I T I O N *  
260 NVAR - NUMBER OF VARIABLES TO BE DISTRIBUTED OVER REFINED GRID. 
(CROSS PLANE) 
(TRANSVERSE PLANE) 
90 NYY - ( 4 )  SETS (NODE) / DEP. VAR. LOCATION I N  I Y Y  VECTOR. 
91 NZZ - ( 4 )  SETS (NODE) DEP. VAR. LOCATION I N  I Z Z  VECTOR. 
192 N2M - (NM*2) USED FOR STORING SYMMETRIC MATRICES. 
166 N3DPNS - SET = 1 WHEN J V  .LE, (NEQKNNtNEQADD) I N  IMPLCT. 
. 
APPENDIX D (Cont'd.) 
RARRAY NAME DESCRIPTION 
ENTRY 
156 A I N F  - REFERENCE SPEED OF SOUND. 
5 A J  - (778.28) JOULES CONSTANT. 
3 ALC - < f l I N *  S I D E )  CHARACTERISTIC ELEMENT S IZE.  
393 A M 8  - TERM 8 MULTIPL IER I N  PPRES FOR PP EQUATION. 
275 AOMGEX - ( 2 . 0 )  EXPONENT ON UALL DAMPING FACTOR 'OMEGA' 
86 AVD - (25.3) DAMPING FACTOR I N  DFCFBL. 
137 AVDP AUDP = AVD t SQRT(RHO/RHOWAL) t ANULOC / ENUT 
279 BEXP - (4 .0)  GAMMA = 0.01 DELTAY X (Y/DELTA)StBEXP 
209 BLTH - BOUNPARY LAYER THIChNESSp DELTA. 
176 CBTOhJ - (4.184) S P E C I F I C  HEAT B R I T I S H  TO MkS. 
311 CC1 - COEFI FOR REYNOLD STRESSES COMF'UTED FROM C P H I l  AND CPH2 
I N  DIMEN, 
312 CC2 - SAME AS CC1. 
313 CC3 - SAME AS CC1. 
3 1 4  CC4 - SAME AS CC1. 
365 CIf  - (0.09) TKE - DISSI  COEF. 
356 CE - (1 .0 )  DIFF ,  COEF. MULTIPLIER FOR TKE. 
303 CHIEFS - (1.OE-4) CONVERGENCE FACTOR FOR I M P L I C I T  INTEGRATION. 
302 CHISTP - (4.0) MAXI NO. OF ITERATIONS FOR INCREASING STEP SIZE.  
322 CHITST - (10.0) HAX. NO. OF ITER. BEFORE DECREASING STEP S IZE.  
304 CIMPTH - ( 0 . 5 )  RELAXATION FACTOR FOR I M P L I C I T  INTEGRATION. 
364 C k  - (1.0) TKE - DISS. COEF. 
211 CFOV2 - S K I N  F R I C T I O N  
83 LOHPX - C u w K E s S i u N  FRLTOH FOR o u i w i  COL. vEcioR 
INDICATES PERCENT OF X 3  A X I S  TO BE USED TO SHORTEN 
SPACING INTERVALS+ 
8 4  COMPY - COMPRESSION FACTOR FOR OUTPUT ROU VECTOR. 
SAME AS COMPXI BUT FOR X 2  AXIS.  
1 2 4  CON - (0.435) kARMANN'S CONSTANT USED I N  MLT I N  DFCFBL. 
70 CONRHO - I F  .GT. 0101 SET A L L  RHO = CONRHO* 
62 CONV - (1.0). OUTPUT SCALE FACTOR = 1.0 / REFL. 
207 CONURG - REAL NO. EQUIVALENT OF NCONU (NO. OF ITERATIONS)+  
309 C P H I l  - ( 2 . 8 )  EMPIRICAL CONSTANT FOR COHPUTING C C l  - CC4 
310 C P H I 2  - (0.45) EMPIRICAL CONSTANT FOR COMPUTING CC1 - CC4 
158 CF'A - ( , 2 4 3 3 2 + 1 7 4 )  SPECIF IC  HEAT OF AIR,  
159 CPH - (3.445$32.174) SPECIFIC HEAT OF HYDROGEN. 
160 CPINF - S P E C I F I C  HEAT COMPUTED I N  C P I N I T .  
30 CPOINF - (0.24*31.174)  REFERENCE S P E D I F I C  HEAT. 
153 CVCP - (4186.0) SPEC. HEAT CONVERSION FACTOR. 
148 CVH - (1.0) ENTHALPY CONVERSION FACTOR. 
151 CUP - ( 4 ~ 7 2 5 E - 4 )  PRESSURE CONVERSION FACTOR. 
152 CVRHO - (16.02) DENSITY CONVERSION FACTOR. 
150 CUT - (1.0) TEMPERATURE CONVERSION FACTOR. 
149 CVU - (0.3048) VELOCITY CONVERSION FACTOR. 
357 cw - (1.0) SCALE FACTOR FOR D I S S I P A T I O N  D I F F .  COEF. 
182 ClUORF - (1 .44)  DISS. FCT. PRODUCTION TERtl COEFFICIENT. 
183 ClKORE - (1.0) TKE PRODUCTION TERM COEFFICIENT, 
183 C2DORF - (1.92) DISS, FCT. D ISSIPATION TERM COEFFICIENT. 
184 C2kORE - (1.0) TKE DISSIPATION TERM COEFFICIENT. 
315 C2C4 - (CC2SCC4) COEF. FOR DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS. 
143 C4EDSW - (30000.0) TKE - DISS. STARTUP POSIT ION I N  DFCFBL. 
318 DCHECh - ( D S T A R T t S S I N I T ) t * 3 )  
336 DELCHK - (DELTST$DELMLT) GEN. AND DISS. TERMS FOR TKEI EPS 
ARE SET TO 0.0  UHENI DELUSQ .LTI DELCHK. 
338 DELMLT - (1.OE-5) SCALE FACTOR FOR DELCHK. 
1 3  DELP - ( 2 + 0 )  PERCENT INTERVAL FOR PRINTOUT+ 
205 DELSTR - DISPLACEMENT THIChNESS+ 
337 DELTST - F I R S T  DERVBL PASS FOR LARGEST GRAD*U$t2 ON ELEMENT. 
103 DEPLT - (101.0) PERCENT OF TU TO BE USED FOR PLOTTING STATIONS. 
165 DRTODK - (5.0/9.0) DEGREES RANKINE TO DEGREES K E L V I N  
319 DSTART - (10.0) SCALE FACTOR FOR DCHECh. 
390 DYNPRS - SET .GT. 0 .0  FOR CONSTANT PRESSURE F I E L D ,  
59 
APPENDIX D (Cont'd.) 
RARRAY NAME DESCRIPTION 
ENTRY 
175 EBTOKJ - (2.3244) ENTHALPY B R I T I S H  TO HKSI 
358 EFMULT - (-0.01) ABS(EFHUL1) BECOHES LARGEST LEVEL 
OF TKE I N I T I A L I Z E D .  
90 EKNINF - (UINFSXZ)  TKE NON-D FACTOR. 
2 0 4  ENER - DIMENSIONAL ENERGY FOR U1 VELOCITY. 
135 ENERGY - NON-DIM. ENERGY FOR U l  VELOCITY* 
108 ENMULT - DIHENSIONALIZ ING FACTOR FOR ENERGY. 
(XHUINF*REXUINFtUINF/(GSALCS$(NH-l)) 
14 EPS - CONVERGENCE FACTOR FOR INTEGRATION STEP* 
89 EPSINF - (UINF8*3/ALC) NON-D FACTOR FOR D I S S I P A T I O N *  
274 EPSMIN - (1.OE-5) SCALE FACTOR ON XMUINF FOR MINIMUM 
LEVEL OF D IFFUSION*  
95 EPTEST - 8 EPHULT = ZERO TEST FOR D I S S I P A T I O N  USED I N  DERVBLI 
68 EF4flD - (1.0) H U L T I P L I E R  FOR XMDOT I N  PRSGRD. 
368 ESCF - (3.0) SCALE FACTOR I N  TKE AND DISS.  LENGTH, 
171 EULER - (PSTAG/(HHOINF*UINF**2) EULER NUMBER, 
145 ElE2SW - (30000.0) STATION AT UHICH TO SET NElE2 = 3 - NElE2. 
1 FACT - (ALC)  NON-DIMEN. FACTOR. 
80 FACTH - (1 .0 / (CPOINFSTOFINF))  
39 FACTMU - (RHOINFSUINFSALC) 
79 FACTP - (1.0 / FACTHU) 
163 FTTOCh - (30.48) FEET TO CENTIHETERS. 
162 FTTOIN - (12.0) FEET TO INCHES. 
1 6 4  FTTOMT - (0.3048) FEET TO METERS. 
189 F1 - Y-COORDINATE OF F1 CURVE. 
329 F10 - LAST VALUE OF F1 CURVE. 
327 F2 - Y-COORDINATE OF F2 CURVE. 
31 G - ( 1 . 0 )  GRAVITATION CONSTANT. 
277 GAMEXF' - (9.0) GAhMA = l.O/(l.O t GAHFACt(Y/DELTA)XSGAMEXP) 
276 GAMFAC - (1.OE-20) SEE GAHEXP DEFIN IT ION.  
60 GAMflAF - t 1 . 4 )  FACTOR USE11 I N  GAS LSIWS. 
263 GSCALE - (0.1) SCALE FACTOR FOR U 1  HULT. OF GRADIENT(PH1) I N  PPRES. 
353 GUMULT - kODE TO ADD GRADIENT(PH1) T O  RHS OF U2r U3 EONS. 
142 G1 - Z-COORDINATE OF G 1  CURVE. 
3 8 1  G10 - LAST VALUE OF G1. 
328 G2 - Z-COORDINATE OF G 1  CURVE. 
187 622 - VARIABLE GEOMETRY FACTORI 
188 G23 - VARIABLE GEOHETRY SCALE FACTOR. 
140 G32 - VARIABLE FACTOR. 
141 G33 - VARIABLE FACTOR. 
15 H - CURRENT T R I A L  STEP S IZE.  
16 HMAX - (2.0) HAX. PERCENT OF TD TO USE AS STEP SIZE.  
45 HS - CURRENT STEP S IZE.  
12 H T  - OUTPUT VARI FOR T I H E  STEP = HS I: FACT / REFL 
7 H S I N I T  - (1.OE-5) START INTEGRATION STEP S I Z E  AT T H I S  VALUE. 
186 H 2 1  - ( 1 . 0 )  GRID GROUTH SCALE FACTOR. 
386 H21L - LAST VALUE OF H21. ( USED I N  XYCRDH 
139 H31 - (1.0) GRID GROWTH SCALE FACTOR. 
387 H31L - LAST VALUE OF H31. ( USED I N  XYCRDH ) 
272 OMEGXP - ( 1 . 5 )  TKEEXP = 2.0 Ir ( 2.0 - OHEGXP ) 
2 ONE - (1.0) PUOGRAH CONSTANT. 
396 OSG - ADD STRESSES TO PP EIIUATION I N  PPRES, 
375 OSHlSQ - (1.0 / H21SX2) 
. 
60 
APPENDIX D (Cont'd. ) 
RARRAY NAME DESCRIPTION 
ENTRY 
136 OSMAX - HEIGHT OF SOLUTION DOMAIN AT INITIAL STATION. 
271 OSUSQ - (l+O/TKEINF) MINIMUM TKE LEVEL ALLOUEDI 
362 OS12 - l.O/FACTORIAL(NHtl) 
361 OS6 - 1 O/FACTORIAL(NM) 
363 OS60 - (2*0/FACTORIAL(NM+2)) 
339 PCFACT - ADD FC TERM TO U21 U3 EQUATIONS* 
174 PIIFTOC - (0.01602) POUNDS/FTSt3 TO GRAHS/CHXt3 
170 PDFTOK - ( 16 02) POUNDS/FTXX3 TO KG/Mtt3 
36 PEDDIM - DIMENSIONAL PRESSURE PEDGE 8 PSTAG. 
39 PEDGE - NON-DIM. PRESSURE AT PRESENT STATION. 
268 PHICOD - (l.O/H) GRADIENT PHI MULTIPLIER AT END OF PPRES. 
82 PIBAR - UTAU COEF. FOR COMP. U1 IN JNCINP. 
9 PINF - FREESTREAH PRESSURE. DEF. = 1ST VALUE IN P US X TABLE 
180 PMSKGS - (1.0/2.2) POUNDS / KG. 
340 PPFACT - USE PP TERM IN U2r U3 EQUATIONS. 
99 PPRCON - (RHOINFtUINFt*2/ALC) 
100 PPRIHE - PRSSURE GRADIENT COMPUTED IN PRESSURE ROUTINE. 
ies pRDiS - i i . 3 ;  ij iSSiPkiiijN P R A i . i i ; i i  S i J 6 B E R I  
166 PSFTOA - (4.725E-4) POUNDS/FTtt2 TO PSIA 
169 F'SFTOI - (6.924E-3) POUNDS/FTtt2 TO POUNDS/INSt2 
168 PSFTON - (47.88) POUNDSlFTtt2 TO NEWTONS/MXt2 
67 PR - (1 .0)  PRANDTL NUMBER, 
167'PSFTOT - (0.3591) POUNDS/FTft2 TO TORR. 
351 PSTAG - (PINFt0.5tRHOINFSUINFtt2) 
20 PTIH - PRINT TIME PARAMETER IN 'IHPLCT'. 
345 PUMULT - UHEN l r  USE EDDY VISCOSITY FOR U2r U3 DIFF. TERM. 
179 RADCON - (57.2957759) CONVERSION FACTOR RADIANS TO DEGREES. 
21 RE - (RHOINF*UINF*ALC/XMUINF) REYNOLD'S NO. 
43 REFL - (1.0) REFERENCE LENGTH, 
47 REFLRE - (RHOINFtUINFtREFL/XMUINF) REYNOLD'S NO+ BASED ON REFL. 
285 RELAX - (0.6) RELAXATION FACTOR FOR GRID GROWTH IN LOOKAU. 
289 R H O I M  - (1.0) USE UALL DAMPING FOR TKEI EPS EONS, IN DERUBL. 
10 RHOINF - (PINFtXMA/(RUNIUXTSINF) FREESTREAH DENSITY. 
157 RHOUIN - RHOINF t UINF 
360 RHSCAL - ADDIT, TERHS'FOR REYNOLD STRESSES IN RNLDST. 
199 RNULOC - 1.0 = USE LOCAL VISCOSITY FOR WAN DRIEST DAMPING FACTOR. 
290 ROMULT - (PINF~XHA/(RHOINF~RUNIVtTOFINF) CONU. FACTOR IN DRHOBL. 
119 ROUALC - RHOINF t UINF t ALCtX2 
116 RR - CPH / CPA 
32 RTCONl - 2 . 0  t G t A J  
56 RTCONJ - UINFICt2 / (RTCONltCPOINFtTOFINF) 
117 RTOHMl - RR t ( TOH/TOA - 1.0 ) 
61 
APPENDIX D (Cont'd.) 
RARRAY NAME DESCRIPTION 
ENTRY 
280 RUEDSW - (1010) I F  ( Y/DELTA .GT, RUEDSW ) 
EPSDIM = GAMREF*UEDGE*DSTAR*GAMMA 
138 RUESQ - RHOEDG * UEDG % UEDG 
28 RUNIV - ( 1 5 4 5 + 3 3 * 3 2 . 1 7 4 )  UNIVERSAL GAS CONSTANT. 
129 SCT - (1.0) CONSTANT SCHMIDT NUHBERI 
210 SHPFAC - SHAPE FACTOR, 
301 SIMPLT - ( T O )  STATION AT WHICH TO START I M P L I C I T  I N T I  
190 SLOPE - SLOPE OF VARIABLES COHPUTED I N  LOOK. 
50 S S I N I T  - ( H S I N I T  / FACT) 
75 STLCON - UHEN eGT. 0101 HAVE CONSTANT VISCOSITY, 
73 STLDCR - ( 2 0 4 . 0 )  REF, CON. TEHP. I N  SUTHERLAND. 
7 4  STLDEX - (1.5) EXPONENT USED I N  SUTHERLAND. 
72 STLDTK - ( 4 9 2 . 0 )  REF. TEMP. USED I N  SUTHERLAND. 
71 STLDUR - (1 .163E-5 )  VISCOSITY USED I N  SUTHERLAND. 
321 STPMLT - (1.1) STEP S I Z E  MULTIPLIER WHEN 
ALL VARIABLES CONVERGE ON 1ST ITERATION. 
374 TARE), - TOTAL COMPUTATIONAL AREA. 
372 TBAR - MASS UEIGHTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE. 
35 TD - (1 .0 )  TOTAL SOLUTION TIME ( DISTANCE ) FROM TO, 
22 TF - (TFzTOtTD)  F I N A L  STATION. 
206 THETA - MOMENTUM THICKNESS. 
4 THK - (1.0) DEF. NON-DIM. THICKNESS OF ELEMENTS. 
23 TIME - CURRENT STATION, 
48 TIMESU - SAVED TIME LOCATION FOR I M P L I C I T  INTEGRATION* 
4 2  TKEDGE - L I M I T  ON FREESTREAM EDDY VISCOSITY COMPI I N  DFCFBL. 
90 TKEINF - (UINFSX2)  
300 THNTS - TIME (MINUTES) OF CPU USED. 
305 TflULT - (1 .04 )  STEP S I Z E  HULTIF'LIER. 
24 TO - STARTING TIME (DISTANCE). 
146 TOA - (533.0) A I R  REFERENCE TEMP. FOR COMPUTATIONS I N  DIMEN. 
58 TOFINF - (533.0) REFERENCE TEHPERATURE. 
147 TOH - (520.0) H 2  REF. TEMPERATURE FOR COMPUTATIONS I N  DIMEN. 
40 THAT10 - 1.0 t (GAMMAF-1.0) IB XMACHSt*2 / 2.0 
284 TSADU - I N I T I A L  LEVEL FOR SCALE FACTOR 'TSCALE' 
347 TSCALE - SCALE FACTOR FOR T ~ F I X I  T 3 F I X  AND T 2 P F I X  I N  PPRESI 
155 TSINF - STATIC  TEHPERATURE COMPUTED I N  C P I N I T .  
111 TUELVE - (12.0) LENGTH SCALE USED I N  BRDSHU. 
26 TWOPI - ( 2 . 0 * P I )  
3 9 4  T2F IX  ADD U2 CONVECTION TO RHS OF PP EQUATION+ 
398 TZPFIX - ADD U2' AND U3'  TO RHS O F  PP EQUATION, 
397 T3F IX  - ADD U3 CONVECTION TO RHS OF PP EQUATION. 
371 UBAR - MASS UEIGHTED AVERAGE VELOCITY. 
APPENDIX D (Cont'd.) 
RARRAY NAME DESCRIPTION 
ENTRY 
385 UCMULT - (1.0) CONVECTION TERM MULTIPL IER FOR U l r  TKEI EPS. 
203 UED - EDGE VELOCITY. 
63 UEIiGE - U I N F  / UINFX USED I N  BRDSHU. 
27 UINF - FREESTREAM VELOCITY. 
3 5 4  UINFX - ( U I N F )  
202 WALL - VELOCITY JUST OF UALL. 
4 5 8  U l M I N  - MINIMUM LEVEL OF U 1  ALLOUED UHEN 'SETUP' I S  CALLED. 
282 U2STRS - ADD REYNOLD STRESSES TO U2, U3  EQUATIONS+ 
120 WARE - PACKED UORD OF WAR. BEING INTEGRATED. 
E.G+ 1235b.O = U1, U2r  U 3 r  K V  E 
348 VCMULT - CONVECTION TERM ADDED TO U ~ V  U3 EQUATIONS. 
104 UELCST - U J N F t f 2  / ( 2*0SG%AJtCPAtTOA ) 
1 7 7  WLBTON - ( 1 1 4 8 8 )  VISCOSITY B R I T I S H  TO MKS. 
178 VLETOP - ( 1 4 . 8 8 )  VISCOSITY B R I T I S H  TO CGS. 
346 L'LMLT - Lk5INAR D I F F M I O N  ADDED TO U 2 r  U3  EQUATIONS. 
102 VSTART - (101.0) PERCENT OF TD AT UHICH TO START 
U 2 r  U3 COHPUTATIONS I N  CONTES. 
383 USMAX - UIDTH OF SOLUTION DOMAIN AT I N I T I A L  STATION. 
273 XDELTA - (0101) FOR EPSDIM ,GT. EPSHAX $: XDELTAr 
EPSDIM = EF'SMAX t XDELTAI 
125 XLAM - (0.09) CONSTANT USED I N  DFCFBL, 
109 XMA - (28.97) MOLECULAR UEIGHT OF AIR. 
61 XMACHO - MACH NUMBER. 
1 5 4  XMACHS - LOCAL MACH NUMBER. 
373 XMDOTC - AVERAGE MAS FLOW. 
66 XMF - (29 .4 )  MOLECULAR UEIGHT OF FLUID.  
172 XMFACT - (UINFtSQRT (XMA/(TOFINFtGAMMAFXGfRUNIV))) 
110 XHH - (21016) MOLECULAR UEIGHT OF HYDROGEN. 
38 XMUINF - FREESTREAM VISCOSITY, 
98 XPRIME - NON-DIM. PRESUURE GRADIENT AT PRESENT STATION. 
52 XSCALE - (1.0) XlCOR SCALE FACTOR. 
11 XT - DIMENSIONAL STATION. 
201 XTC - PRESENT STATION FOR INTEGRAL PARAMETER PRINT,  
330 YMULT - (1.0) SCALE FACTOR FOR GRID MULTIPLIER.  
324 YNRMAU - (F10) DISPLACEMENT OF COORD, I N  Y DIRECTION. 
198 YPLUS - Y t  VALUE AT YHICH TO SUITCH FROM MLT TO TKEI 
382 ZMULT - (1.0) SCALE FACTOR FOR GRID MULTIPLIER.  
325 ZNRMAD - ( G I 0 1  DISPLACEflENT OF COORD. I N  Z DIRECTION. 
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16. Abstract 
The CMC f lu id  mechanics program system i s  being developed to  transmit tne theoret-  
ical  evolution of f i n i t e  element numerical solution methodology, applied t o  nun-linear 
f i e l d  problenis i n t c  a ve r sa t i l e  computer code for  comprehensive flow f i e l d  analysis .  
This Report i s  Volume I 1  o f  a three volume s e t  a n d  presents d a t a  deck procedures fo r  
the CMC 3-dimensional ParaSol i c  Navier-Stokes (PNS) algorithm. General d a t a  pro- 
cedures a re  introduced, followed by detailed description of a juncture corner flow 
standard t e s t  case d a t a  deck. 
A ,  followed by a detailed explanation of g r i d  generation methodology i n  Appendix B. 
Subsequent appendices present descr ipt ive tabulations of a1 1 commands and  variables 
available to  the user. These a re  i n  alphabetical order w i t h  cross-reference numbers 
which refer  t o  storage addresses. Volume I of t h i s  Report i s  referenced for  d e t a i l s  
of the theoretical  foundation, development of the f i n i t e  element 3DPNS algorithm a n d  
discussion of r e su l t s  fo r  the juncture corner t e s t  case. The CMC computer program 
structure  and  description a re  detai led i n  Volume 111. 
A complete l i s t i n g  of the d a t a  deck i s  given in Appendix 
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